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ABSTRACT

Research examining factors that influence decision-making
performance has a rich tradition across multiple research disciplines. Very
little of this research effort, however, has been directed at examining the
influence of the decision making environment on performance. The
environment of decision makers can be characterized as one with disjointed
activities and frequent interruptions. Thus, an examination in an
interrupted work environment would capture decision-making performance
under more realistic environmental conditions than are typically examined.
The effect of different information presentation formats on decisionmaking performance has received a great deal of research attention.
Cognitive Fit Theory suggests that a match between the information
presentation format and the task processing requirements results in greater
decision accuracy and time. Previous research suggests that decision makers
rely on perceptual cues that are readily available when under environmental
stress. For certain task types, the availability of perceptual cues may increase
information retrieval accuracy when using graphs over tables regardless of
the fit between the task and the presentation format. Therefore, it is
anticipated that intermptions may moderate the relationship between the
information presentation format and specific task types to affect decision
accuracy and time.
Two experiments were performed to examine the influence of
interruptions on decision-making accuracy and time. The first experiment
examined the effects of interruptions on different task types and the
interaction between task type and information presentation format. The first
experiment was a 2 X 2 X 4 fadorial design: work environment (no
interruptions and interruptions), information presentation format (tables and
graphs), and task type (simple-symbolic, simple-spatial, complex-symbolic and
complex-spatial). The second experiment examined specific dimensions of
an intermption to better understand their influence on performance. The
second experiment was a 2 X 2 X 2 fadorid design: intermption frequency (4
interruptions per task and 12 interruptions per task), intermption content
(intermption similar to task and intermption dissimilar to task), and task
type (complex-symbolic and complex-spatial). The dependent variables in
both experiments were decision accuracy, decision time, and measures related
to perceptions of the task and information used in the task.
Interruptions were generally found to facilitate the performance of
simple tasks and inhibit the performance of complex tasks. Interruptions also
moderated the relationship between information presentation formats and
specific task types. Finally, some evidence was found for the inhibitory effects
of intermption frequency and the similarity between task and intermption
content.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION AND RESEARCH PROBLEM

The economic challenge of the post-capitalist society will
...be the productivity of lcnowledge work and the
knowledge worker. (Drudcer, 1993, page 12)

Drucker's (1993) identification and acknowledgment of knowledge
worker importance has mobilized research efforts in a number of disciplines

to examine factors influencing knowledge worker effectiveness. A key
component of knowledge work that has received a great deal of attention has
been individual decision making (Davis and Olson, 1985; Dmcker, 1993).
Research streams in both Psychology and Manzgement Information Systems

(MIS) have investigated factors that influence individual decision-making
performance (Payne, 1982; DeSanctis, 1984). Factors examined include

individual differences, decision task characteristics, and information
presentation formats.

The work environment of the knowledge worker is also a critical factor
when examining the decision-making process (Cohen, 1980). The work
environment in which many knowledge workers operate is characterized by
unexpected telephone calls and colleagues walking into offices requesting

information (Mintzberg,1973; Kotter, 1982; Stephens, Ledbetter, Mitra, and
Ford, 1992). These unexpected events frequently interrupt tasks on which

knowledge workers ate focusing. For example, Watson, Ranier, and Koh
(1991) indicate that many executives are permitted very little uninterrupted

time when using executive decision-support technologies. Interruptions,

therefore, are the norm in the knowledge worker's environment rather than

the exception (Mintzberg, 1973; Kurke and Adrich, 1983).
Interruptions force decision makers to ration their cognitive resources
across more than one task. This rationing can change the way tasks are
performed (March,1994) and the manner in which information is used
(Baron, 1986). Ultimately, these changes can affect performance, resulting in
decreased task recall accuracy (Schuh, 1978), increased time to solve problems

(Shiffrnan and Griest-Bousquet, 1992), and decreased task accuracy (Cellier and
Eyrolle, 1992).

Given the pervasive nature and possible detrimental influence of
interruptions, it may be advantageous to build features into information

systems to mitigate the effects of interruptions (Rouncefield, Viller, Hughes,
and Rodden, 1995). One such feature that was examined in this research is
information presentation formats. Different information presentation
formats were examined to determine if certain formats facilitate recovery
from interruptions.

The manner in which information is presented when interruptions
occur has been shown to affect decision making. Interruptions encourage
decision makers to focus their attention on information that is most readily
available or stands out from other pieces of information (Berlyne, 1970). For

example, information that is a novel stimulus is more likely to engage an
individual's attention and be acted upon when recovering from an
interruption. In the context of knowledge worker environments,

information is often presented in either tabular or graphical formats. Graphs

are higher in perceptual cues and enable a decision maker to apprehend more
information in a given time frame than tables. Therefore, interruptions may
result in decision makers using graphical information more accurately and
quickly than tabular information.

Much of the prior research examining graphs and tables in decision
making has been theoretically grounded in Cognitive Fit Theory (Vessey,
1991). Cognitive Fit Theory suggests that the effectiveness of a specific

presentation format depends on the type of task being performed. Therefore,
the influence of interruptions on decision-making performance must be
examined across different types of tasks.

Examining the influence of intemptions on task performance is an
important first step in this study. However, interruptions vary widely on a

number of dimensions. For example, they have different characteristics (e.g.,

frequency and duration) and occur in different soaal contexts (e.g-, who is

being interrupted and who is the "interrupter"). Therefore, a necessary
second step in understanding the influence of interruptions on decision-

making performance, is to examine each of these characteristics
independently and in association with other characteristics. The specific
dimensions examined in this research study were interruption frequency and

interruption content.
1.2 Research Ouestions

The objective of this research is to improve our understanding of the

influence of interruptions on decision making. Specifically, the following
research questions are investigated:
RQ1: What is the effect of interruptions on the performance of certain

types of tasks?

RQ2: When a decision maker is interrupted, do diferent infomation

presentation formats facilitate decision-making performance on
certain types of tasks?
RQ3: Does the frequency of intermptions affect decision-

making performance on certain types of tasks?
RQ4: Does the content of the interruption affect decision-

making performance on certain types of tasks?

This research reports the results of two laboratory experiments
addressed these questions. The experiments tested hypotheses developed

from integrating theories on human cognitive processing, individual
decision making, and information presentation into a testable research

model.
1.3 Im~ortanceof the Resear&

This research is important from both theoretical and practical
perspectives. Theoretical importance focuses on the way in which this
research builds and tests theory. Practical importance focuses on the

relevance of this research to practitioners.
1.3.1 Theoretical

This research has two objectives: 1)to construct and evaluate a theory
for understanding the effects of intermptions on decision-making
performance, and 2) to extend the theoretical understanding of the influence
of information presentation formats on deasion-making performance to
different environmental contexts. Together, these objectives will make a

sigruficant contribution to the current theoretical understanding of
interruptions.
Prior research has not examined extensively the influence of

interruptions on decision making. This research effort developed an overall
theoretical model that supported the creation and building of testable

hypotheses (Dubin, 1978). In addition, specific dimensions of interruptions
(frequency and content) were examined empirically to better understand their
influence on performance.
Vessey (1991) has laid the foundation for examining the effects of

information presentation on deasion making in developing Cognitive Fit
Theory. Extending this foundation to include existing conditions in the work
environment is also important (Vessey and Gdetta, 1991). It has also been
suggested that Cognitive Fit Theory needs to address more complex tasks than
has been examined to date (Vessey, 1994; Vessey and Galletta, 1991; Wilson

and Addo, 1994). This research, consequently, will examine the role of task
complexity in decision making by examining how different information
presentation formats influence both simple and complex tasks under
interrupted conditions.
Well-defined streams of research examining information presentation
formats have been developed in both the MIS and Human Factors areas.
These areas have developed independently without any cross-fertilization,
yet share similar theoretical underpinnings and results. These two
information presentation streams will be integrated in this dissertation as an
effort to bridge these two research areas.
1.3.2 Practical Importance

Improving knowledge worker productivity is an important
management issue. Time management books are filled with prescriptions
about minimizing intermptions by holding phone calls and direding
administrative personnel to intercept potential interruptions (Sethi, Caro,

and Schuler, 1987). In addition, technological innovations such as answering

machines and e-mail filters have provided decision makers with tools to
mitigate the influence of interruptions. To date, however, there is limited

empirical research examining the effect of interruptions on decision-making
performance. Should this research study demonstrate the deleterious effects

of intermptions on decision making, it might encourage organizations to
designate certain time as "interruption-free" to allow decision makers to
work on important tasks.
Unfortunately, prescriptions for minimizing interruptions cannot

always be realized. Nor can all intermptions be removed from the workplace
all the time. Therefore, it is important to examine factors that might help a
decision maker to recover when the inevitable intermptions occur.

Information is a critical component in decision making, as is the way it is
presented. Examining the effect of information presentation formats on

decision making with interruptions will, therefore, be one focus of this
research.
The results from this research will influence the design of decision
aids. For example, information presentation formats are an important

component of decision support systems @SSs). Results from this study may

suggest the use of specific information formats to improve decision accuracy

and decision time when certain tasks are interrupted. Findings from this
research may provide guidance to MIS personnel and end users in
developing individual and organizational DSSs and executive information

systems.
1.4 Structure of the Dissertation

This chapter outlined the general nature of the problem area examined
in this research study. The remaining chapters proceed as follows.

Chapter 2, Sign@ant Prior Research on Individual Decision Making
contains three sections examining relevant prior literature. The first section

reviews the importance of knowledge workers and their work environment.

Section 2 reviews factors that influence individual decision making. Finally,
Section 3 describes the way in which information presentation influences
decision-making performance.
Chapter 3, Theory Development on Interruptions, Research Model,
and Propositions develops theory related to interruptions. A theoretical
research model guiding this research is also presented, as are propositions
derived from the model. Section 1 examines the influence of intermptions
on cognitive processing. Section 2 describes characteristics of intermptions

and develops a framework as a basis for guiding research in this area. Section
3 presents the general research model and propositions.
Chapter 4, Research Methodology and Hypotheses, describes the

research approach taken to address the issues under examination and the
conduct of the laboratory experiments. Independent, dependent, and control
variables are described, as is the manner in which these variables were
operationalized, measured, or controlled. The hypotheses tested in the
laboratory experiments are also presented.
Chapter 5, Analytical Procedures and Results, presents the statistical
procedures used to assess each dependent measure and the results of the
experiments.
Chapter 6, Discussion of Results, interprets the meaning of the results

with respect to the theory examined. Practical implications of the findings are
also presented.
Chapter 7, Limitations, Fufure Directions, and Conclusions, reviews
the limitations of this study, presents suggestions for future research, as well
as a summary of the most salient results.

CHAPTER 2
SIGMFICANT PRIOR RESEARCH ON INDIVIDUAL

DECISION MAKING

This section describes sipficant prior research related to individual
decision-making performance. This section is divided into four sub-sections
focusing on 1)the knowledge worker environment, 2) individual decision

making, 3) information presentation research, and 4) a chapter summary.
Prior research examining knowledge workers indicates that improving
knowledge worker productivity is a critical concern of managers. Further,
knowledge worker environments are where most business-oriented
individual decision making events occur and must be understood to better
influence productivity. The second section describes important issues related
to individual decision making. The third section describes the research

stream examining the effects of diffetent information presentation formats
on decision making. Different information presentation formats influence
decision-making performance under conditions of environmental stress and,
therefore, are an important factor to examine in association with
interruptions. This chapter concludes with a brief summary of the major

findings.
2.1 Knowledge Workers and Work Environment

Work requirements in developed countries have facilitated the move
from labor-intensive to information-intensive jobs over the last three

decades. Manual labor represented 70 percent of the U.S.workforce in 1900,

but had diminished to 30 percent by 1977, and to 25 percent by 1986 (Chase and
Acquilano, 1995; Kelley, 1985; Porat, 1977). As the number and role of
knowledge workers has grown, a great deal of interest has been placed on
understanding their activities (Dahms, 1988; Kotter, 1982; Kurke and Aldrich,

1983; Mintzberg, 1973) and influencing their efficiency (Campbell, DuMette,
Lawler and Weick, 1970; Dahms, 1988; h c k e r , 1993).

Davis, Webb Collins, Eieman, and Nance (1995) defined knowledge
work as
"consisting of one or more tasks involving human information
processing in which the dominant activities:
* are expected to generate useful information
* depend on knowledge accessible by the individual performing
the task
* require signihcant attentional information processing"
(processing that requires conscious mental attention and effort)
page 10).

They indicate that knowledge workers are not defined by the position
they hold, but by the work they perform. Therefore, all jobs involve
knowledge work to some degree. Jobs that are considered to be high in
knowledge work include those of a manager, engineer, professor, and

marketing or financial analyst (Kelley, 1985; McLeod, 1990). Clerical workers

may also have some components of knowledge work inherent in their jobs
(Davis and Olson, 1985).

Gaining an understanding of the work environment is essential to
improve knowledge-worker efficiency (Eieman, Niederman, and Adams,
1995). Mintzberg (1973) depicts knowledge work as consisting of fragmented
activities that occur at an unrelenting pace. Others characterize knowledge
work as consisting of a stream of interruptions. Early studies (Carlson, 1951;

Guest, 1956; Stewart, 1967) depicted work days filled with disjointed activities

and interruptions. Carlson (1951), examining the work life of managers,
stated:

"Allthey knew was that they scarcely had time to start on a
new task or sit down and light a cigarette before they were
interrupted by a visitor or a telephone call". (page 73-74).
More recent studies continue to highhght the influence of
interruptions on knowledge workers' activities. A comprehensive survey
conducted by Dahms (1988) indicated that the third highest rated corporate
time-waster was telephone interruptions, while drop-in visitors was tenth.

Jones and McLeod (1986) implied that managers allow "disturbance handling"
such as telephone interruptions to take precedence over other activities.
Kelley (1985) suggested that the influence of the work environment
(including interruptions) on decision making must be better understood to
increase individual and organizational effectiveness.
2.2 Individual Decision Making

This section presents prior research examining characteristics that
influence individual decision making. Decision task, individual, and
information presentation characteristics (input) have main and interaction
effects on an individual's cognitive processing (process) and therefore

influence decision-making performance (output) (DeSanctis, 1984) (Figure 21). Each input characteristic and how the characteristics influence the

decision-making process and decision performance are described in the
sections below. Since information presentation characteristics are a critical
component of this research study, prior research on this topic will be
presented as a stand-alone section following this one. Consequently, this

section will focus on describing relevant prior literature related to decision
task and individual characteristics, two of the three primary input factors
influencing the decision-making process and outcomes.

2.2.1 Decision Task Characteristics

Task characteristics influence cognitive processing and therefore
decision performance. Many different task characteristics have been
identified as having the potential to influence performance. These factors

include: task complexity (Campbell, 1988; Wood, 1986), task content (CatsBaril and Huber, 1987), the degree of problem structure (Sanders

and Courtney, 1985), and the number of available decision alternatives
(Janrenpaa, 1989).
Campbell (1988) characterizes task complexity along three different
dimensions: 1) complexity as a psychological experience, 2) complexity as a

task-person interaction, and 3) complexity as a function of objective
characteristics. Complexity as a psychological experience can be assessed by
measuring characteristics such as challenge, stimulation, or arousal (Taylor,
1981). Complexity as a task-person interaction has been assessed via a

measure of difficulty (Huber, 1985), requirements relative to abilities (March

and Simon, 1958), and cognitive demands (Campbell and Gingrich, 1986).
Finally, task complexity as a function of objective characteristics have been
assessed via multiple altematives/mdtiple attributes (Payne,1976),
information interrelationships (Steinmann, 1976), and information load
(Schroder, Driver, and Struefert, 1967). Campbell indicates that objective

dimensions of tasks are directly related to overall task complexity as defined

by four complexity attributes: 1)the presence of multiple decision-making
paths; 2) the presence of multiple desired outcomes; 3) the presence of
conflicting interdependence among paths to multiple outcomes; and 4) the
presence of uncertainty among paths and outcomes. Campbell identified

sixteen types of tasks based on the degree to which a task incorporates each
complexity attribute and by the total number of attributes inherent in the task.

Campbell defined simple tasks as those that do not have any
complexity attributes. Of the sixteen task types Campbell identified, decision
tasks are a type of complex task that has optimal solutions. He also indicates
there are differences in complexity across decision tasks based on the presence
or absence of conflicting interdependence among the outcomes and by either
the presence or absence of uncertainty.
The inherent complexity of a task has also been defined across two
other dimensions: 1) information processing and information characteristics
used in completing the task (Wood, 1986) and 2) the information processing
sub-tasks used to complete the task (Einhorn and Hogarth, 1981). Wood
identified three attributes that determine the inherent complexity of any task:
1)component complexity, 2) coordinative complexity, and 3) dynamic

complexity. Component complexity is the number of information cues and
distinct processing acts that must be performed to complete the task. It

increases as the number of cues and acts increases. Coordinative complexity
is a measure of the interdependency between processing acts perfomed in

completing a task. It increases as the contingent relationship between acts
increases. Dynamic complexity is a measure of the form of the relationship

between inputs and final solution. Dynamic complexity increases when the
relationship between inputs and the solution changes over time or when the
relationship is difficult to idenbfy.

Einhorn and Hogarth (1981) define decision-making tasks as consisting
of three interrelated processing sub-tasks: 1)information acquisition, 2)

information evaluation, and 3) feedback/learning. Mormation acquisition
sub-tasks involve a search of the external environment and memory to access

information to be used in a decision-making task. Momation evaluation
sub-tasks consist of the strategy selected by a decision maker to manipulate

and/or interpret information and complete a decision. Feedback or learning

sub-tasks allow decision makers to learn from information acquisition and
evaluation processing to improve their overall task performance. Simple
tasks consist of predominantly information acquisition sub-tasks, while more
complex tasks involve information acquisition and information evaluation
(Vessey, 1994). Learning subtasks are an ongoing component of simple and
complex decision-making tasks and will not be examined in this research.

Finally,Campbell (1988) indicates that two factors influence
performance on complex tasks in addition to the task complexity attributes
presented above (see Figure 2-2). First, decision makers establish goals and
develop strategies that influence task performance. Prior experience may
influence goal and strategy development. Based on the complexity attributes,
goals, and strategy development, a strategy is formed to complete the task
based on which performance can be measured. Accordingly, the strategy used

to make a decision can sigruhcantly influence performance. Second, the
perceived task complexity a decision maker experiences is based on his/her
familiarity with the task, computational ability, etc. Therefore, different
decision makers will experience different levels of complexity based on their
individual experiences and characteristics.
Research has not been undertaken to fully describe the interaction
between specific complexity attributes, decision processing strategy, and

decision performance. Therefore, a categorization of task types with varying

degrees of task complexity and processing strategies are described which guide
the theoretical development of task complexity (see Figure 2-3).' In general, a
feasibly-solvable (FS) task has low levels of each of the complexity factors. A
The caterorization of task types based on complexity has received a great deal
of conceptual and theoretical attention. However, very little empirical work
has been conducted to isolate the attributes and strategies of specific task types.

Figure 2-2
Relationships Between Task Complexity, Goals,
Strategy, and Performance
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decision maker would be able to solve this type of complex task type
optimally given adequate time and problem-solving knowledge. As
complexity increases, a decision maker is likely to expend increased effort to
solve a problem. Cost-benefit theory suggests that as the effort required to
solve a problem increases, decision makers may change their goal of
optimally solving the task. They would most likely change their processing
strategy to trade-off accuracy for time (Johnson and Payne, 1985). A trade-off
task, therefore, is one that has reached a certain level of complexity and the
decision maker may choose to have a less than optimal solution to save effort

and therefore, time completing the task. Finally, limiting tasks are at the high

end of the inherent task complexity continuum and the effort required to
solve such tasks optimally is likely to be beyond the cognitive abilities of the
decision maker. Processing effort exerted is likely to be lower on this task type
as the decision maker resorts to less effective strategies. Decision makers are
typically unable to solve this type of problem without processing assistance,

and may cease processing prior to task completion. Hence, decision makers
will not complete limiting tasks or will complete them non-optimally by

making a best guess estimate.
Figure 2-3
Framework Describing the Processing of Complex Tasks
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The discussion of task complexity and different processing strategies,
above, focused on unaided decision makers. Computers are being used

increasingly to support decision makers, particularly in solving complex
problems. Decision support systems (DSSs) perform certain processing
operations that would, in an unaided environment, be performed by the
decision maker. The use of a DSS, therefore, will reduce the experienced
complexity of a specific problem. For example, a task that might be considered

to be Limiting without a decision aid may fall into the feasibly-solvable task
range with the use of a DSS.

2.2.2

Individual Characteristics

The model of decision making presented in Figure 2-1 (DeSanctis, 1984)
identifies decision maker characteristics as influencing decision-making
performance. Table 1presents an extensive list of user characteristics that
have been examined in prior research (developed from a review of empirical

DSS work conducted by Ramamurthy, Prernkumar, and King, 1992). These
characteristics can be broadly characterized as: 1)personal and demographic;

2) cognitive style and cognitive ability; and 3) personality. Ramamurthy, et
al., (1992) found that intelligence, cognitive style, system experience, and
domain experience are important user characteristics related to decision

accuracy and decision time. Alavi and Joachimsthaler (1992), however, using
meta-analysis techniques, found that these user characteristics provide very
little explanation of DSS performance.

Given that prior literature reports equivocal support for individual
differences, we consider three individual characteristics that appear to be
particularly relevant to this research and are described in the following

paragraphs: cognitive ability, domain expertise, and gender. In this study,
information will be presented using different formats, including both spatial

and tabular representations. Spatial orientation measures an individual's
ability to perceive spatial pattems in data (Ekstrom et al., 1976). It is important
to address because individuals can differ markedly in their spatial abilities.

Greater spatial orientation ability implies greater working memory capacity
for handling spatial patterns of information. Loy (1991) identified the
importance of measuring spatial ability in explaining performance differences
on decision tasks.

Table 2-1
User Characteristics Associated with Decision-Making Performance*

Benbasat and Schroeder (1977); Taylor and Dunnette (1974);
Ramamurthy, King,and Pmnkumar (1992);Mackay and EZam
(1992)
Rarnamurthyf King, and Premkumu (1992); Mackay and Elam
(1992)
t o y (1991); Ramamurthy, King, and Premkumu (19921,
Silverman (1970); Ramamurthy, King, and Premkumar (1992)
Nutt (1986); TayIor,(1975)
Barki and Huff (1985); Lucas (1978)
Lucas (2978);Nutt (1986)

Domain Experience
Domain Expertise

I

System Experience

Intelligence
Gender
Age
Attitude
Education

..

..

Icoonnitive Selc and C o w h v e A b l u

kensing-Intuitive
(1992)

Hollingsworth (1986);Ramamurthy, King,and Premkumar

Hollingsworth (1986);Ramamurthy, King,and Premkumar
(1992)
Field Dependent-Independent Benbasat and Taylor (1979), Pracht and Courtney (1988)
Driver and Mock (1975); Struefert (1970)
Cognitive Camplexity
Analy tic-Heuristic
Lucas (1975); Mock (1973)

Thinking-Feeling

Personam
Extrovert-Introvert
Locus of Control
Machiavellianism

Ambiguity
Risk Prouensitv

Ramamurthyf King, and Premkumar (1992);Wynne (1979)
Nutt (1986); Parasumtan and Igbaria (1990)
Christie and Geis, 1970
Nutt, 1986
Henderson and Nutt, 1980

'Bold References indicate that the research was conducted t4t.h the use of an
electronically supported DSS

Domain expertise is also an important variable in explaining decision
performance. Mackay and Elam (1992),for example, found that subjects with
both problem domain and decision support tool expertise had the highest

decision accuracy and decision time on a complex task. In addition,

Ramamurthy, King, and Premkumar (1992)identified domain expertise as an

important explanatory variable when examining decision support system
effectiveness.
Finally, gender is an important variable in explaining differences in
decision performance, especially with regard to spatial ability- Males generally
outperform females in visualization and spatial ability. (See McGee, 1979 for

an extensive discussion). In addition, Silverman (1989) indicates that when
performing tasks, females are more easily distracted than males.

2.3 Information Presentation

This section describes prior literature examining the influence of
information presentation on decision making. As indicated in Figure 2-1,
information presentation characteristics are a critical input for understanding
the processing and outcomes of decision making. Research investigating the
influence of different information presentation formats on decision making
dates back to the 1920s. At that time, statisticians became interested in
comparing the performance of different graphical formats such as bar graphs

and pie charts (Croxton and Stein, 1932; Eells, 1926; Von Huhn, 1927).
Continued research effort examining the effects of information presentation
on individuals can be seen in a range of disaplines including ME, consumer
behavior, and cognitive science.
Differences in information presentation formats affect information
recall and decision-making performance (Bettman and Kakkar, 1977; Bettman

and Zins, 1979)- In addition, pictorial representations are held for a longer

period of time in short-term memory, facilitating the use of graphs over
tables (Anderson, 1980; Nickerson, 1965). Features of the decision-making
task and information formats used to perform the task influence the

processing of information, and therefore, affect decision accuracy and time.
The effects of informationpresentation on decision making have been

heavily researched in the MIS discipline. The following discussion provides

a brief review of the research stream in this area.
The early 1980s brought a proliferation of graphics capabilities via PCbased business applications. Along with this increase in capabilities came an
inaease in research examining the effects of graphical formats on decision
performance (Ives, 1984; DeSanctis, 1984; Benbasat and Dexter, 1985). This
research stream has led to the widely-shared belief that the effectiveness of a

specific presentation format depends on the task that is being performed
(Benbasat and Dexter, 1985; Benbasat, Dexter, and Todd 1986; Coll, Coll and

Thakur, 1994; DeSanctis, 1984; Dickson, DeSanctis, and McBride, 1986;
Jarvenpaaand Dickson, 1988; Tan and Benbasat, 1990; Vessey, 1991; Vessey

and Galletta, 1991). This wealth of empirical evidence indicates that symbolic
formats (e.g., tables) result in better performance when completing a symbolic
task (e-g., extracting a specific value); spatial formats (e.g., graphs), on the

other hand, result in improved performance when completing a spatial task
(e.g., examining relationships between variables or deciphering trends)

(Vessey, 1991).

The first section examines Cognitive Fit Theory, which is an
identifiable research stream in the Information Systems research discipline.

The second section describes information presentation research appearing in
the Human Factors literature. Finally, the third section describes the

moderating influence of environmental stressors, such as interruptions, on
information presentation formats and decision making.
2.3.1

Cognitive Fit Theory

Vessey's (1991) Cognitive Fit Theory provides a theoretical grounding
for the expected differences in performance across information presentation

formats (Figure 2-4). Different presentation formats represent the same

information in different ways. When information is presented in the same
format as needed to process a specific task (e.g., a spatial representation

(graphs) to solve a spatial problem), a match, or cognitive fit occurs.
Cognitive fit facilitates decision making as the type of process needed to solve
the problem is the same as that used to act on the problem representation.

This fit results in the least possible cognitive effort expended to interpret the
information. On the other hand, when the information presentation format
does not match the task, an individual must exert cognitive effort to

transform the information into a usable form. This increased effort will
result in decreased performance, specifically, a decrease in decision accuracy
and/or time.

Figure 2-4
Problem Solving Model Based on Cognitive Fit
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Both Cognitive Fit Theory (Vessey, 1991) and Tan and Benbasat's (1990)

taxonomy for matching information presentation and the decision task have
focused on simple tasks. These simple tasks typically involve information

acquisition subtasks and can be defined as acquiring a specific data value (a

symbolic task) or comparing multiple data values (a spatial task). Vessey and
Galletta (1991),Tan and Benbasat (1990) and Vessey (1994) suggest that future
research needs to extend current theory by examining more complex tasks.
Complex tasks involve information evaluation sub-tasks in addition to

the information acquisition sub-tasks (Einhorn and Hogarth, 1981). Vessey

further indicated that these evaluation sub-tasks, like the simple information
acquisition sub-tasks, can be either symbolic or spatial in nature. Vessey
theorized that Cognitive Fit Theory should apply to the previously defined
feasibly-solvable complex tasks when all the sub-tasks (information
acquisition and evaluation) are either all symbolic or all spatial. Trade-off
tasks are tasks for which decision makers (most commonly) are prepared to
save considerable time, and therefore, effort, at the expense of a slight loss in

accuracy. When spatial formats support spatial trade-off tasks, trade-offis
unnecessary as graphs facilitate fast problem solving; hence cognitive fit also

applies. The best format for symbolic trade-off tasks depends on the task
performance requirements. When accuracy is required, symbolic trade-off
tasks are best supported by symbolic formats. Where accuracy is not essential,
symbolic trade-off tasks are best supported by spatial formats, which facilitate
substantial time savings with only a slight loss in accuracy.
Limited prior research examines empirically the relationship between

information presentation format and task complexity on performance (Addo,

1989; Davis, 1986; Wilson and Addo, 1994). Wilson and Addo (1994) found
that the tenets of Cognitive Fit Theory held for simple-symbolic and simple-

spatial tasks. However, as complexity increased, there was no sigruficant

difference in decision accuracy when using tables and graphs for either type of
task. The use of graphs with complex tasks, however, resulted in decreased

decision time for both spatial and symbolic tasks, possibly indicating trade-off.

The results of this study suggest that for complex tasks, graphs and tables
result in comparable decision accuracy. However, graphical information
allows decision makers to work more quickly. These results demonstrate the
need to extend and test Cognitive Fit Theory to include complex tasks.

2.3.2 Human Factors Research
Research in the human factors area has also examined issues related to

the influence of information presentation on deasion making. Findings
from this research stream idenw similar tenets to Cognitive Fit Theory

(Vessey, 1991) (Table 2-2). The principle of "compatibility of proximity" (Boles

and Wickens, 1987; Wickens and Andre, 1990) provides an organizing
framework for understanding the relationship between information
presentation formats and cognitive processing.

Table 2-2
Comparison of MIS and Human Factors Research Examining
Information Presentation

Formats
Task Type

spatial (graphs)
symbolic
spatial

integral

in display)

selective attention
divided attention
A

Momation presentation formats are defined as either separable or

integral (Gamer, 1974). Separable displays retain their perceptual identity and

require independent processing of each element in the display (Bennett and

Flach, 1992). Integral display dimensions are defined "as occurring when a
level of one dimension cannot be specified without specifying the level of
another dimension" (Garner, 1974) (page 354). An integral display does not

directly correspond to a specific type of information format. A given format is
considered to be integral based on the information therein (Bennett and
Flach, 1992). For example, Figure 2-5 illustrates two bar chart displays, one

with separable dimensions and one with integral dimensions. A decision
task might request a decision maker to determine the third quarter sales in

the North region. This value (approximately 45) can be acquired from the
separable display without having to examine other information components
(Goettl, Wickens, and Kramer, 1991). On the other hand, an integral display
forces a decision maker to look at other information components. To acquire

the Northern region's third quarter sales in the integral display, the third
quarter sales for the West must also be examined.

Figure 2-5
Examples of Separable and Integral Displays
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Information can be used for two different types of tasks; those that
require selective attention and those that require divided attention. Selective
attention is needed for tasks that require processing a single aspect of the data

at the exclusion of all other data. Based on the graphs in Figure 2-5, a
selective attention task would be ''What is the third quarter sales in the North
region?" Divided attention is required to integrate information across
multiple dimensions of the data (Bennett and Flach, 1992; Goettl, Wickens
and Kramer, 1991; Pomerantz and Pristachf 1989). A divided attention task

would be "What is the total third quarter sales across all regions?" These task

types are directly comparable to symbolic and spatial tasks in Cognitive Fit
Theory.

The proximity compatibility principle states that when information
presentation dimensions are grouped together (integral display), selective
attention to one dimension is difficultf but dividing attention across
dimensions is facilitated. This principle is comparable to Cognitive Fit
Theory where spatial formats are best for supporting spatial tasks. On the

other hand, selective attention is made easier by separable dimensions, but
divided attention is inhibited (Pomerantz and Pritach, 1989). This portion of

the principle is also comparable to Cognitive Fit Theory where symbolic
formats best support symbolic tasks. The proximity compatibility principle

argues that a display format (integral versus separable) should be selected
based on the type of processing that is to occur (Andre and Wickem, 1990;

Goettl, Wickens, and Kramer, 1991). This principle is very consistent with

Cognitive Fit Theory in that it proposes a match between the type
information and task processing.

2.3.3 Information Presentation and Environmental Stress

In addition to examining more complex tasks, Cognitive Fit Theory
should be extended across different environmental conditions, specifically to
conditions with limited time availability (Vessey and Gdetta, 1991).
Although little empirical work has been performed in this area, existing
research may indicate that Cognitive Fit Theory, as it has been empirically
validated, does not fully explain existing empirical findings.
Because intermptions are as an important component of knowledge
worker environments, it is important to understand the moderating effect
interruptions might have on the relationship between information
presentation and decision-making performance. The effects of intermptions
and information presentation on decision-maker performance has not been
examined previously. However, research has been conducted examining the
effects of limited time availability and information presentation on decision
makers. Both limited time availability and interruptions can induce stress in
decision makers (Laird, Laird, and Fruehling, 1983; Kroemer, Kroemer, and
Kroemer-Elbert, 1994). Likewise, both interruptions and limited time
availability increase the decision maker's drive to respond to the work
situation (Baron, 1986). It is likely, then, that the performance effects seen in
research studies examining limited time availability might extend to the
influence of intemption on decision performance.
Studies examining environmental conditions have focused on limited
time availability and increased information load. Coury and Boulette (1992)

found that when decision makers have Limited time available, they rely on
whatever perceptual cues are available in the data. Results suggest that

tabular data results in decreased decision accuracy because individuals
experience greater difficulty finding and processing information. Graphs and

pictorial representations were processed more quiddy due to the more readily
available perceptual cues and greater information retention. Schwartz and

Howell (1985) found that when decision makers perform complex tasks,
graphical displays resulted in increased decision accuracy and time when time
was limited. Neither information presentation format provided a statistically
sigruhcant advantage when ample time was available. These findings suggest
that individuals using graphs might be able to recover from work
interruptions more quickly than those using tables.
2.4 Cha~terSummarv

Knowledge workers perform a myriad of activities and decision-

making tasks are a primary aspect of many jobs. Research in decision making
has found that characteristics of the task, the individual, and the information
format used in the task all interact to influence cognitive which affects
decision accuracy and time. Furthermore, research examining information
presentation has determined that specific information fomats facilitate
performance on specific types of decision-making tasks.
Spatial information presentation formats represent information in

such a way as to facilitate retention and provide more conspicuous
information cues than tabular data. Therefore, individuals using spatial
presentation formats might make decisions more quickly and accurately

when interrupted than individuals using symbolic formats, regardless of the
type of task being undertaken. A summary of the prior literature is presented
in Table 2-3.

Table 2-3
Swnmary of Prior Literahue

Key Concept
Knowledge Workers

Section Summary
* Decision making a primary component of job
* Interruptions are a common aspect of
knowledge worker environment
Individual Decision Making * Task complexity is an important characteristic
to examine
* Individual characteristics of the decision
maker are also important
Information Presentation
* Symbolic information facilitates solving
symbolic tasks
* Spatial information facilitates solving spatial tasks
* Spatial information formats facilitate retention
and may better support decision makers who
experience interruptions for certain tasks
-.
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CHAPTER 3

THEORY DEVELOPMENT ON INTERRUPTIONS,
RESEARCH MODEL, AND PROPOSITIONS

This section develops a general theory related to the influence of
intermptions on individual decision making and presents a general research

model and the propositions derived from it. The first section examines the

influence of interruptions on cognitive processing and distinguishes between
distractions and interruptions. The second section consists of a detailed

examination of intemption characteristics and presents a framework for
conceptualizing intermptions is presented. The third section presents
propositions describing the influence of interruptions and information
presentation on performance of intellective decision tasks.

..

Effats of Interm~tionson C~8flibve
gP
-

This section first defines intermptions and then presents a normative
description of the effects of interruptions on cognitive processing. The

distinctions between distractions and interruptions are presented and

empirical results related to the study of distractions and interruptions are
described.
3.1 .I

Interruptions
Webster (1995) defines an interrupt as:

1: to stop or hinder by breaking in, 2: to break the uniformity
or continuity of, 3: to break in upon an action, esp: to break in
with questions.

Note that this general definition would be an appropriate description of not
only human interruptions, but also a computer-related processing interrupt.
Corragio (1990) employed a more specific definition related to human
cognitive processing:
"An interruption is an externally-generated, randomly occurring,
discrete event that breaks continuity of cognitive focus on a primary
task" (pg. 19)

This definition implies that an intermption is created by another person or
event and is beyond the control of the individual. The random nature of
interruptions implies that individuals will not know if an interruption will
occur

nor will they have control over the timing of the interruption with

respect to other activities on which they may be working* Intemptions are
discrete events that have a beginning and an end. Further, intemptions
break a decision-maker's attention on a primary task and force the decision

maker to turn his or her attention to the intermption event. This criterion
distinguishes interruptions from distractions, as distractions could be
attended to (or ignored) concunently with a primary task.
Figure 3-1 depicts the individual decision-making characteristics
presented in Chapter 2 and proposes interruptions as a moderating influence

on the relationship between these characteristics and decision performance.

Interruptions are events distinct from a specific decision-making event and
are shown as moderating the influence of the decision task, individual, and
information presentation characteristics by influencing the decision process

and, ultimately, decision performance.
Interruptions have been found to influence an individual's workrelated stress (Kroemer, Kroemer, and Kroemer-Elbert, 1994) and their

processing of a specific task (Kahnernan, 1973). Although work stress has
direct ramifications for knowledge worker productivity, the focus of this
research is on task-specific decision processing. Therefore, the literature

presented will be limited to the effects of interruptions on decision
processing.
3.1.2 Distractions us. Interruptions

Few studies examining the influence of interruptions on task
performance appear in the literature. Prior research in industrial psychology

and human factors has, however, examined the influence of distractions (e-g.,
plant noise or music) on decision performance. The results from these
distraction studies form the basis for building the intermption/performance
theory presented in this study.
Distractions are captured by an individual's attention while they are

performing another task. Distraction and primary tasks are perceived
through different sensory channels and can be "performed" simultaneously
(e.g., it is possible to listen to background music while performing a visual

reading task). Correspondingly, the distractions operationalized in previous

studies did not require any cognitive processing by the individual and were
designed only to interfere with the attention-based processing of a task.
Distractions and interruptions share some attributes that suggest the
cognitive processes would be similar for these two events. Distractions are a
provocative stimulus that, like interruptions, direct attention away from
some ongoing activity. Additionally, the pressure to attend to both a primary
task and distraction are substantial and roughly equal (Baron, 1986).

Distractions result in capacity interference as the cues from both the primary
task and distraction creates attentional overload (Cohen, 1980; Groff, Baron,

and Moore, 1983). The decision maker chooses which cues to attend to and

process to alleviate the overload situation. This choice typically results in a
decision to attend to some cues at the q a s e of others.

On the other hand, interruptions may not be important to the deasion
maker's priorities, but are typically urgent activities that "requireimmediate

attention"(page 150) and activities that "insist on action" (page 152) (Covey,
1990). Decision makers typically cannot choose to ignore the cues generated
by the interruption and therefore must attend to them. Kahneman (1973)

indicates that interruptions cause both capacity and structural interference.
Structural interference occurs when a decision maker is required (or strongly
tempted) to attend to two inputs that require the same physiological

mechanisms, (e.g., attending to two different visual signals, one from a
computer screen and an unrelated visual signal outside an office door).

According to Norman and Bobrow (1975),interruptions are severe attentional
distractions that place greater demands on cognitive processing resources

than the available capacity can handle. Handling the intermption is likely to
result in the loss of the contents of working memory and therefore, decreased
decision accuracy and more decision time.

Finally, decision makers are forced to attend to an interruption to some
degree (even if it is a conscious decision to ignore a phone call), while a
distraction could be completely ignored. Processing an intermption task is

likely to get confused with processing a primary task as cues from both tasks

are resident in memory at the same time. From this perspective, distractions

and interruptions share similar attentional processing characteristics that
might influence performance in a similar way. However, interruptions

should more severely disrupt task processing and ultimately task
performance.

In this research, prior literature describing the influence of distractions

on decision making is used to form the basis for examining the influence of
interruptions on decision making. It is assumed that because distractions
influence decision performance, intermptions would also influence decision
performance only in a more severe manner.
3.1.3 The Efiecct of Interrupfions on Cognitive Processing

Figure 3-2 presents a normative cognitive processing model describing
the influence of interruptions on cognitive processing. The model is based

on research conducted by Atkinson and Shiffrin (1968)and Kahneman (1973).
Cues from the environment are captured through human senses as part of
attention (labeled A). When an individual is working on a single task and is

not faced with interruptions, the environmental cues consist only of primary
task cues. Signals that are needed for task processing enter working memory

(WM) inside short-term memory (STM)2 (labeled B). Some information
leaves WM in response to environmental cues that are not necessary for

processing, while some other information moves on to long-term memory

(LTM)(labeled as C) for more permanent storage (Atkinson and Shiffrin,
1968).

There may be no need to distinguish between WM and STM; some
researchers do distinguish between them and others do not.

Figure 3-2
Normative Model of Cognitive Processing with Interruptions
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Although competing models differ in the intricacies of how attention
operates3, there is general agreement on the influence of interruptions on
cognitive processing. When an interruption occurs, cues from primary and
interruption tasks enter WM through A, creating capacity interference

between these signals? This interference increases the overall cognitive
-

-

-

-

-

-

3For a detailed discussion see Broadbent (1958,1971),who proposed a
bottleneck configuration, and Kahneman (1973),who proposed a capacity
model.
Not all incoming signals are competing. For example, individuals can drive
a car and listen to a conversation at the same time since different perceptual
devices are used. However, structural interference would occur if an
individual attempted to drive a car and read a book simultaneously which
would require the same perceptual devices.
4

processing load and forces an individual to focus their attention on one task
at the expense of another. In addition, these competing signals may cause an

individual to forget some of the information needed for processing so that
some signals never enter WM. As the individual completes one task and
returns to the other, a recovery period is needed to reprocess information that
was forgotten while attending to the interruption, or lost from WM due to

capacity interference (Kahnernan, 1973). Research conducted by Laird, Laird,

and Fruehling (1983) supports this notion by demonstrating that
interruptions increase the time to perform primary tasks due to increased
backtracking and recovery time.
3.1.4 Prior Empirical Results of Distractions on Decision Performance

This section presents prior empirical results from studies that
examining the influence of distractions or interruptions on individual

decision-making performance.
Although there has been little research examining the influence of
intermptions on decision making, research in cognitive science and
industrial psychology has examined the effects of distractions. Distractions
have been operationalized in this research as background noise or a 1to 2
second long attention-grabbingevent (Sanders and Baron, 1975; Baron, 1986).
The influence of interruptions on performance depends on the

complexity of the task being performed (Zajonc, 1965). The Yerkes-Dodson
law (Figure 3-3) was developed to explain the influence of stress or arousal on

decision performance. It has been used for the theoretical grounding in
explaining the influence of distracting noise on performance (Boggs and
Simon, 1968; Hockey, 1969; 1970). The Yerkes-Dodson law purports that the
quality of performance on any task is an inverted U-shaped curve based on
arousal. Furthermore, the range over which performance improves with

increasing arousal varies with task complexity (Yerkes and Dodson, 1908).
Increasing arousal improves performance up to a point where the arousal

creating events are so intense that performance deteriorates. The level of
arousal for optimal performance is higher for simple than for complex tasks.

The Yerkes-Dodson law can also be used to explain task performance
when interruptions are present. Low levels of arousal occur when a decision

maker is at rest. As he/she begins processing a task, arousal rises to a
moderate level (designated as point A for a simple task and point B for a
complex task). When an intermption occurs, the extra load of attempting to
attend to and process multiple inputs elevates arousal (Baron, 1986;

Kahneman, 1973) (designated as point C for a simple task and point D for a
complex task). The increased attentional demand generated by the
interruption creates attentional overload (Cohen, 1980; Groff, Baron, and
Moore, 1983), which decreases the number of information cues a decision
maker attends to.
A task can be described by the number of cues that must be processed.
A simple task has fewer cues than a complex task. When arousal is low (A

and B), both relevant and irrelevant cues are examined uncritically. As
arousal increases (C and D), attention is narrowed and irrelevant cues are
more likely to be dismissed. The performance of simple tasks is facilitated by

interruptions as decision makers are more motivated, only need to examine a
few information cues, and therefore, are able to complete tasks more quickly

with no loss in accuracy (Baron, 1986, Keele, 1967). As the arousal level
increases even further (E), the range of cues under examination diminishes
and relevant cues are ignored. At this point, performance deteriorates.

Figure 3-3
The Yerkes-Dodson Law
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A similar explanation can be used for complex tasks. However, the

optimal arousal level and point of performance deterioration occur at lower
arousal levels. At increasing levels of arousal (D), attentional overload
occurs, as in the case of simple tasks. However, the range of cues to be
examined to complete a complex task is greater than for a simple task. The

decision maker therefore ignores some cues, certain of which may be relevant
to completing the task. Therefore, task performance deteriorates. As with the

simple tasks, as the arousal level increases further (F), attentional overload is
further exacerbated and performance deteriorates more severely. In addition
to reducing the number of cues attended to, increased arousal may encourage
decision makers to use heuristics or to take shortcuts, resulting in lower

decision accuracy (Baron, 1986).

The phenomena described by the Yerkes-Dodson law has been
formalized as Distraction/Conflict Theory. Distraction/Conflict Theory states

that intemptions facilitate the performance of simple tasks while inhibiting
the performance of complex tasks (Sanders and Keele, 1967; Baron, 1986).
Past empirical studies support the notion that intemptions impair
performance of complex decision-making tasks. Interruptions decrease the

accuracy of recall (Schuh, 1978), increase the perceived duration of time
required to solve a problem ( S c h i f h a n and Griest-Bousquet, 1992), increase

frustration, and lead to inconsistent performance (Baron, Baron, and Miller,
1973; Wright, 1974) on complex tasks. Finally, Cellier and Eyrolle (1992) found
that interruptions increased the processing time and decreased the accuracy

on the interruption task as well as the primary task.

In addition to task complexity, interruptions have also been identified
as moderating the influence of individual characteristics on performance
(Birnberg and Shields, 1984). Individuals who have task domain experience
exhibit higher decision accuracy and less decision time than novices when
interrupted (Birnberg and Shields, 1984).5 Personality type (Peterson, 1994),
interruption screening ability (Oldham, Kulik and Stepina, 1991), capaaty to
handle role overload (Sutton and Rafeli, 1987). and the ease with which a
SExperienced individuals also perforrn better than inexperienced individuals
on many tasks when interruptions do not occur due to increased chunking of
information (Miller, 1957, Simon and Chase, 1973).

person can be interrupted -eyer,

1988) also moderate the effects of

intemption on performance.
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3.7 Charactens-

of Intemtptions

Given that there has been little or no formalization of interruptions,
this section presents specific salient characteristics and examines their

influence on decision-maker performance. Moray (1993) states that "as far as I
have been able to discover, there is no systematic body of research on what
physical or psychological characteristics make it an intempt" (page 120). In

response to this lack of research, Figure 3-4 presents a proposed framework for
identifymg the important dimensions of an interruption and their influence
on performance. These dimensions are subdivided into two categories

desaibing: 1) dimensions that primarily influence cognitive processing,
which indude frequency, duration, content, and timing of the interruption;

and 2) social dimensions which affect how the knowledge worker responds to
the interruption including the form of the interruption, the person or object

generating the interruption, and social expectations that exist based on
organizational culture. Each of these dimensions is elaborated on later in this
section. In addition to interruption dimensions, the way in which decision
makers attend to the primary and interruption tasks influences the manner
in which these tasks are processed. These processing mechanisms are

believed to influence performance on both primary and intemption tasks

(Kirmeyer, 1988).

Figure 3-4
Interruption Characteristics and Processing Mechanisms
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3.2.1 Prior Empirical Results of Interruptions on Decision Performance

There is little existing research examining the phenomena of
interruptions. Corragio's (1990)unpublished doctoral dissertation represents
the only known study to date that has directly manipulated dimensions of

interruptions to better understand the effects on performance. Corragio

examined the influence of interruption frequency and duration on both

simple and complex tasks. He defined intermption frequency as the number
of interruptions that occur during a specific task which was operationalized as

2 intemptions per task at low frequency levels and sir interruptions per task
at high levels. Interruption duration referred to the overall length of time
consumed in responding to the interruption. conagio controlled the length

of the interruption and operationalized low and high duration levels as 30
seconds and 90 seconds, respectively. Subjects completed a multiple choice
operations management exam. Simple tasks consisted of a single question

while complex tasks consisted of 2 or 3 multiple choice questions grouped
together to form one "complex question" without intermediate steps to check
for correct solutions.
Corragio found that interruptions do influence task performance and

that the influence is moderated by the complexity of task performed.
Specifically, he found that long interruptions improved task accuracy and
time for simple tasks. On the other hand, short interruptions inhibited task
performance for complex tasks. As the duration of the interruption
increased, accuracy on complex tasks improved for short duration
intermptions. With regard to interruption frequency, Corragio found no
consistent effect for either simple or complex tasks.
Corragio identified two potential problems with the experimental
manipulation that might explain the findings. First, interruptions were
operationalized as trivia questions and were perceived as fun by many of the

subjects. Many students indicated that they looked forward to receiving an
interruption because it was more enjoyable than the primary task. Second,

many subjects completed the interruption task prior to the 30 or 90 second
allotted time. He reported that many subjects, particularly those performing
the long interruptions, would complete the interruption task in a few seconds

and then work on the primary task "on paper" until the problem reappeared
on the screen as the "interruption1'ended. Further, some subjects "missed"
interruptions because they were busy working out calculations on paper and
did not notice the interruption task on their PC screen. These factors may

explain why performance on complex tasks appeared to improve with long
interruptions.

3.2.2 Frequency

Many jobs in the service industry may be subject to frequent
interruptions, as is the case, for example, of customer senrice representatives
addressing the needs of multiple customers. As the frequency of interruption
increases, there would be more opportunity for capacity interference between

the primary and interruption tasks as well as for forgetting primary task cues.
Although interruption frequency did not exhibit any significant effects on

decision accuracy in the Corragio study, Woodhead (1965) and Eschenbremer
(1971) found that decision accuracy decreased as the frequency of a distraction
increased.

3.2.3 Duration
Interruption duration is also a well-defined characteristic of
interruptions. Some interruptions are very short requiring less than one

minute, while other intermptions are very time consuming. The longer the
duration of the interruption, the more likely a decision maker is to forget

components of the primary task they have been working on prior to the
interruption. Therefore, it is expected that longer interruptions would more

strongly inhibit task performance.
3.2.4 Content

Another important characteristic of interruption is the content of the
interruption. Research has demonstrated that an interruption that has

similar cognitive processing requirements as the primary task is more likely
to cause task interference, and therefore, to lead to decreased accuracy
(Kinsboume, 1981,1982, and Navon, 1984; Paschler, 1986). Processing similar

types of information results in the use of similar cognitive processes
(Kinsboume, 1982) or similar information processing requirements (Cellier

and Eyrolle, 1992). Processing similar tasks might, therefore, lead to an
inappropriate allocation of resources when switching from the primary to the
interruption task (Norman, 1981). This misallocation of resources might

disrupt the normal processing mechanisms used to complete the primary task
and inhibit both primary and interruption task performance.
3.2.5 Complexity

Trumbo, Noble, and Swink (1967) examined the effect on performance

of inherent difficulty of a primary and interruption task. Their findings
suggest that the a priori difficulty of the intermption task did not predict the
amount of interference between the two tasks. Therefore, the complexity
characteristic m a y not influence the performance on a primary task.
However, additional examination with a variety of intermption tasks is
needed.

3.2.6 Timing
A fourth characteristic of interruptions involves the timing of the

interruption with respect to the primary task. Interruptions that occur
toward the beginning or end of a primary task, when involvement is lower,

are likely to have a lesser effect than interruptions that occur in the middle of
processing (Schuh, 1978). Mid-process interruptions should cause greater
capacity interference and forgetting, which result in decreased performance
(Conagio, 1990). This notion is supported by Woodhead (1965) who found
that decision makers had a greater number of calculation errors when an

interruption occurred during memorization (mid-process interruption) than

during a calculation process (near completion of the task).
3.2.7 Fonn of the Interruption
A fifth intermption characteristic concerns the form of the

interruption. Interruptions can occur, for example, as e-mail messages,
telephone calls, or the request of information from colleagues entering an
office. Media Richness Theory @aft and Lengel, 1984) suggests that the media

used to send messages vary in their ability to support users in communicating
and processing messages. A medium that facilitates immediate feedback
across a variety of channels is very rich (e.g., face-to-face communication). It
is more difficult for an individual to terminate or redirect a conversation if it
is provided over a rich medium (Rice, 1987). Therefore, richer media are
more likely to generate more severe interruptions. For example, a face-to face
interruption cannot be ignored easily and is likely to create capaaty
interference and forgetting. Lean media (e.g., e-mail messages or a memo)
might pose a less severe, or insigruhcant interruption as a decision maker
could possibly complete his or her task before attending to the interruption.

3.2.8

Generator of the Interruption
A sixth interruption characteristic involves the generator of the

intermption. Interruptions can be generated by various individuals (e.g.,
bosses, subordinates, family, customers) or by machines (e.g., e-mail message
beep, system error messages). Expectancy Theory (Vroom, 1964) suggests that

an individual's behavior is a conscious choice selected from a number of
different altematives (e.g., perform the interruption immediately, disregard
the intermption). Individuals evaluate the alternatives with the goal of

selecting the alternative that will maximize positive outcomes and minimize
negative outcomes. In this light, the role of the person generating the

interruption may influence the manner in which a decision maker attends to

an interruption. An individual may expect a positive outcome by responding
to a boss's interruption or a negative outcome by not responding to the
interruption. On the other hand, there may be very little to be gained by
responding to a social colleague's intermption and the interruption might be
ignored or quickly dismissed.
Robbins and DeNisi (1994) found that positive interpersonal affect
between a decision maker and an individual creating an intermption
positively influenced work performance ratings of the "intempter".
Likewise, Bond and Titus (1983), found that the f d a r i t y with the
individual creating the intermption positively influenced work performance

ratings of the "interrupter".
3.2.9 Social Expectation
The social expectation dimension of interruptions is grounded in the
research literature on organizational culture. According to Schein (1992),
organizational culture involves assumptions that are shared by group
members and are deeply embedded within the organization. Schriber and

Gutek (1987) indicate that organizational culture is embedded in the way in
which individuals within an organization approach their work. Specifically,

they examined time dimensions assodated with work including the
autonomy of time use, the awareness of time use, and the allocation of time.
They suggest organizations and groups within the same organization place
different emphases on time that are associated with differences in underlying
culture. The underlying culture of an organization or group might establish a
dimate for expectations associated with responding to interruptions. One
culture might establish an expectation that time is a scarce resource and

workers should not be interrupted. Alternatively, a culture emphasizing

interdependency and interpersonal relations might establish the expectation
that workers make time for others as needed.
3.2.10 interruption Processing Mechanisms

Finally, an intermption might be characterized by the way in which it
is processed. Kirmeyer (1988) discusses three types of intermption processing

mechanisms implemented by police dispatchers: sequential, preemptive, and
simultaneous processing. Sequential processing occurs when the first task is
completed prior to beginning the intermption task. Preemption occurs when
the primary task is left incomplete while attention is immediately given to
the interruption task. Third, simdtaneous processing occurs when a decision
maker attends to both primary and intermption tasks at the same time. The
selection of a processing strategy is influenced by the primary task being
performed and specific dimensions of the interruption.

3.3 General Research Model
Figure 3-5 presents an integrated model of the decision making,

information presentation, and attention literature discussed in Chapter 2.
Characteristics of the individual, task, and information presentation format
affect each other and task performance (decision accuracy and decision time).
Past theory and research supports the conclusion that interruptions moderate
the relationship between these characteristics and ultimately influence
decision performance. Since the focus of this research is on the influence of
interruptions the decision outcomes, the cognitive processing component
that was evident in previous figures (e.g., Figure 2-1 and 2-4) has been
removed from the General Research Model. Although interruptions clearly
have a sigruficant influence on cognitive processing, the internal cognitive
processes are not captured in this dissertation. Therefore, the cognitive

processing component has not been illustrated in the General Research

Model.
Figure 3-5
General Research Model and Propositions
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As depicted in the General Research Model, the work environment,

specifically interruptions, may influence task performance. Interruptions
have both cognitive and social characteristics that influence how a decision

maker responds to the intermption and the primary task. As we have seen,

cognitive dimensions include frequency, duration, content, and thing. The
degree to which each one of these dimensions is present influences the

processing of information cues necessary to address both the primary task and
the intermption. Social characteristics (including the form of the
interruption, the generator of the interruption, and social expectations) also
influence the processing of cues and task performance, but may not operate in
the same way. An urgent interruption generated by a superior might

moderate the cognitive dimensions of intemptions in a different way than a
social interruption that takes place via the phone. There are many
dimensions to interruptions and many more interactions and relationships
between these dimensions that might influence performance in a predictable
manner. This study consisted of an exploratory examination of interruptions
as they have received limited prior investigation. This study examined the

general influence of interruptions on simple and complex tasks. In addition,
two cognitive dimensions (frequency and content) were selected for

additional study. These dimensions were selected based on prior literature,
which enabled the development of theory describing the expected influence

on performance.

3.4 Pro~nsitiom
The following five propositions present the expected influence of

interruptions and information presentation format on decision-making
performance. These propositions are somewhat simplistic given the dearth

of existing research in this area. As the interrelationships between the

dimensions of interruptions are better understood, more complex
propositions can be developed. As illustrated in Section 2, interruptions and
distractions share many characteristics that influence performance. The
Yerkes-Dodson law states that at increased levels of arousal (e.g., as generated

by interruptions) performance on simple tasks is facilitated, while
performance on complex tasks is impaired. Further, Corragio (1990) reported
that interruptions have a positive influence on simple memory recall tasks

and that short interruptions inhibit performance on complex tasks. Thus,
this leads to Proposition 1:

Proposition 1: Interruptions s i g n p a n t l y moderate the relationship
between task type and decision-making performance.

Cognitive Fit Theory (Vessey, 1991) states that decision-making

performance is facilitated when there is a match between the type of
information presentation format and task processing. To date, empirical
research examining this issue has focused on simple tasks of information
acquisition. Vessey (1994) indicates that complex tasks consist of information
acquisition and evaluation sub-tasks (Einhom and Hogarth, 1981) that can
often be identified as primarily symbolic or spatial in nature. Further, Wood
(1986) suggests that complex tasks have a greater number of information cues,

processing acts, greater interdependency between processing acts, and that the
relationship between inputs and outputs changes over time. Tasks that
require symbolic information acquisition and evaluation and meet Wood's
complexity criteria are referred to as complex-symbolic. Likewise, tasks that
require spatial information acquisition and evaluation sub-tasks and meet
Wood's complexity criteria are referred to as complex-spatial tasks. Finally,
the degree of complexity experienced by a decision maker influences the
strategy used to process the task. Complex tasks that can be solved without an
undue amount of time have been previously described in Chapter 3 as
feasibly-solvable. According to Cognitive Fit Theory, a match between the
information presentation format and feasibly-solvable task types should
result in the use of similar processes for data acquisition and data processing;

hence increased performance. Thus, this leads to Proposition 2:

Proposifion 2: A match between information' presentation format and
task type signij7cnntly increases performance for simple and
feasibly-solvable complex-spatial and complex-symbolic tasks.

Testing Proposition 2 provides the first ex ante test of Cognitive Fit
Theory on feasibly-solvable tasks. Although, this proposition is not directly
derived from the Research Questions presented in Chapter 1, it establishes a

performance baseline from which to compare the influence of interruptions

on task type and information presentation format.
Aspects of the work environment may alter the way in which decision

makers process information (Cellier and Eyrolle, 1992; Wright, 1974). When a
decision maker has limited time or is distracted, he or she relies on
information that is easy to find and conspicuous (Berlyne,1970). Further,
information that is presented graphically is often retained longer in working

memory and might be easier to recall than information presented in tabular
form (Anderson, 1980). Thus, Proposition 3 suggests:
Proposition 3: Interruptions will moderate the decision-making
performance relationship between task type and information
presentat ion format.

We have seen that different dimensions of interruptions may affect
decision performance. The dimensions examined in this research were: 1)

frequency of interruption and 2) content of the interruption.
First, interruptions force decision makers to stop processing on a
primary task to attend to an interruption. Once the intermption has been
processed, the decision maker must undergo a recovery period upon
retuning to the primary task. This recovery period involves remembering
where in the task they were when interrupted and re-acquiring information

they may have forgotten. Each recovery period increases the likelihood that
the decision maker will forget necessary information or confuse information

between the primary and intermption task (Kahneman, 1973). In this Light,

we state Proposition 4:

Proposition 4: As the number of interruptions increases decision
performance on the primary task signi!ficuntly decreases.

Second, the content of the intermption might also influence processing
during the primary task recovery period and affect decision-making

performance. Decision makers are more likely to confuse data that is similar
in both the decision-making and the intermption task (Kinsbourne, 1981;

Pasder, 1986). As confusion increases, the likelihood of making errors
increases. Thus, this leads to Proposition 5:

Proposition 5: Decision-making performance is signijkan tly inhibited
when the information content of the interruption and decisionmaking task are similar.

3.5 Chapter Summary

This chapter presented prior literature on interruptions and developed
a framework consisting of intermption characteristics to direct future

research. Intemptions influence the way in which information is processed.

Furthermore, interruptions may moderate the relationship between specific
decision characteristics as cognitive processing occurs. A general, individual
decision-making research model was presented showing the influence of
interruptions. Propositions derived from this model were then stated.

CHAPTER 4
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY AND HYPOTHESES

This chapter presents the hypotheses and describes the research
method used to test these hypotheses. This chapter also describes how the
variables were operationalized and measured, and the procedures used to
conduct the study.
4.1 Research Method

Research conducted in the MIS field relies on a breadth of research
methods ranging from herrneneutic case studies to laboratory experiments.
The selection of a research method must, however, be congruent with the
objectives of the researcher.

The primary goal of this research is to test theory. An important aspect
of such research is to rule out any threat to internal validity. Campbell and
Stanley (1966) provide a detailed description of possible threats to internal

validity, including differences in historical events that occur between
treatments or bias in sample selection. A controlled laboratory experiment is
a research method that enables theory testing while simultaneously allowing
the researcher to control for threats to internal validity (Jenkins, 1984). The

selection of a controlled laboratory experiment limits the generalizabilty of

the study. Berkowitz and Donnerstein (1982) suggest, however, that the

purpose of any single laboratory experiment is to examine causal
relationships in a controlled environment and not to produce directly

generalizable results. Issues related to external validity are considered in the

design of this study whenever possible without compromising internal
validity.

. .
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4.2 General Deswtlons and Dehruhons of Variables
A variety of factors are examined in this research based on the

propositions presented in Chapter 3. This section describes each of those
factors.
Proposition 1 indicates that interruptions influence performance on
both simple and complex tasks. Interruptions were defined as tasks requiring
attention and processing while subjects are processing a primary task. Simple
tasks are those that 1)have relatively few information cues and 2) primarily

involve information acquisition Complex tasks, on the other hand, 1) have

more information cues, 2) contain interdependencies between information
cues, and 3) require both information acquisition and evaluation processes.
Proposition 2 indicates that the match between information
presentation format and task type affects performance. Infonnation
presentation format and task types have been defined previously as being
symbolic or spatial in nature (Vessey, 1991). Those definitions were applied

in this research study. Symbolic formats (tabular) focus on the presentation of

specific values while spatial formats (graphical) present the relationships
between variables more clearly. Similarly, symbolic tasks require the

extraction of a single value while spatial tasks involve the examination of
relationships within the data.
Proposition 3 proposes that interruptions will moderate the
relationship between task type and information presentation format. These
variables are described above.

Proposition 4 suggests that interruption frequency will influence
decision performance. Interruption frequency is defined as the number of
interruptions that occur during a task. Proposition 5 proposes that the

content of the interruption influences decision performance. Intermption
content was defined as similarity in information content between the primary

and interruption task.
All propositions require an objective measure of decision performance.

Two measures were used in this research: decision accuracy and decision
time. Decision accuracy is a measure of the percent deviation from optimal

achieved on a specific task. Decision time is defined as the time required to
complete a specific task.
4.3 Detailed Model and Hv~otheses

Figure 4-1 illustrates the specific relationships under investigation as
well as the hypothesized influence of interruptions and information
presentation on task performance. This model will be described in detail
together with the hypotheses developed from the previous propositions.
4.3.1

Task Type and Work Environment

Proposition 1 suggests that interruptions moderate the relationship
between task type and decision performance. Tasks can be categorized based
on the degree of complexity inherent in the task. Specifically, simple and
complex tasks can be defined by the processing requirements and number of
information cues used to perform the tasks. Simple tasks consist of
information acquisition and limited information evaluation (Vessey, 1991).
Complex tasks consist of information acquisition and more extensive
information evaluation (Einhom and Hogarth, 1981) and can be characterized
as requiring more information cues, greater processing requirements, greater

interdependency between subtasks, and a changing relationship between
inputs and solution (Wood, 1986).
Simple tasks require few information cues to be retained in working
memory or to recover if those cues are lost during an interruption. Simple
tasks are performed more quickly and accurately with interruptions because
interruptions induce individuals to accelerate their performance to make up
for time lost. Hence, interruptions,are likely to facilitate the completion of
simple tasks (Baron, 1986; Corragio, 1990; Janisand Mann, 1977).
Complex tasks, however, are negatively affected by intemptions
(Baron, 1986). An interruption is likely to require the individual to reprocess
some information cues, which increases the likelihood of confusion when
retrieving and processing information. Interruptions during complex tasks
should result in lower decision accuracy and increased decision time.

Proposition 1 suggest that intermptions influence performance. The testable
hypotheses are as follows:
HIA: Decision makers perform simple tasks more
accurately with intemptions than without interruptions.

HlA1: Decision makers perform simple-symbolic tasks
more accurately with interruptions than without interruptions.
HlA.2: Decision makers perform simple-spatial tasks more
accurately with intemptions than without interruptions.

HlB: Deasion makers perform simple tasks more quickly
with intermptions than without interruptions.
HlB1: Decision makers perform simple-symbolic tasks
more quickly with interruptions than without interruptions.
HlB2: Decision makers perform simple-spatial tasks more
quickly with interruptions than without interruptions.

HlC: Dedsion makers perform complex tasks less
accurately with interruptions than without interruptions.

HlC1: Decision makers perform complex-symbolic tasks
less accurately with interruptions than without interruptions.

H1C2: Decision makers perform complex-spatial tasks less
accurately with interruptions than without interruptions.

HID: Decision makers perform complex tasks less quickly
with intermptions than without interruptions.

HlDI: Decision makers perform complex-symbolic tasks
less quickly with intermptions than without intermptions.
HID2 Decision makers perform complex-spatial tasks less
quickly with interruptions than without intermptions.

4.3.2

Task Type and Information Presentation Format
Prior MIS and human factors research have independently determined

that the form of information presentation is most effective when the there is
a "fit"

between the task type and the information presentation format. Tasks

that are defined as complex vary in complexity across dimensions described by

Wood (1986) and Campbell (1988). This research examines one type of
complex task, designated as feasibly-solvable. Feasibly-solvable complex tasks

are those that can be solved optimally by a decision maker, given sufficient
time, without needing to trade-off accuracy for effort exerted. Specifically,
Cognitive Fit Theory indicates that simple and feasibly-solvable symbolic

tasks are performed most accurately and quiddy when using symbolic (e.g.,
table) information. Likewise, simple and feasibly-solvable spatial tasks are
performed most accurately and quickly when using information presented in
a spatial (e.g., graphical).

The interaction between simple tasks and information presentation
format has been examined empirically. However, the interaction between
complex tasks and information presentation format has received limited
investigation. Complex tasks (Vessey, 1994) consist of information
acquisition and evaluation sub-tasks. The primary activities that occur

during these subtasks should define whether a complex task is more spatial or
more symbolic in orientation. The tenets of Cognitive Fit Theory should
extend to the sub-tasks within the complex task as long as the majority of the

sub-tasks require similar processing and the complex task is in the optimal

range of the complex task continuum. Therefore, feasibly-solvable complex
tasks that are more symbolic in nature are performed most effectively when

using symbolic information and feasibly-solvable complex tasks more spatial
in nature are performed most effectively when using spatial information.
Proposition 2 addresses performance effects on both simple and

complex tasks. The hypotheses related to the simple tasks are as follows:
H2A: A simple-symbolic task is performed more accurately with
tables than with graphs.
H2B: A simple-symbolic task is performed more quickly with
tables than with graphs.

H2C: A simple-spatial task is performed more accurately with
graphs than with tables.

H2D: A simple-spatial task is performed more quickly with
graphs than with tables.

Similar hypotheses have previously been tested in Vessey and Galletta
(1991). Therefore, H2A-D provide a further test of Cognitive Fit Theory. In

addition, the test of these hypotheses provides a manipulation check for the

internal consistency of this study. Proposition 2 also addresses the extension

of Cognitive Fit Theory to include complex tasks, which results in the
following testable hypotheses:
H2E: A feasibly-solvable complex-symbolic task is performed
more accurately with tables than with graphs.

H2F: A feasibly-solvable complex-symbolic task is performed
more quickly with tables than with graphs.

H2G:A feasibly-solvablecomplex-spatial task is performed more
accurately with graphs than with tables.
H2H: A feasibly-solvable complex-spatial task is performed more
quickly with graphs than with tables.

4.3.3 Task Type, Informa tion Presentation Format, and Work
Environment
Graphical representation of information results in superior

performance over tabular data when used to solve complex problems under
time pressure (Coury and Boulette, 1992; and Schwartz and Howell, 1985).

The perceptual cues in the graphical representation have been suggested as
the reason for this superior performance (Bennett and Flach, 1992). Research
focusing on human perception and attention also indicates that conspicuous
information, such as that appearing in graphical formats, should enhance
performance when there is environmental stress (Berlyne, 1970; Rabbit; 1964).
Simple tasks require the subject to acquire one or two specific
information cues. When there are no interruptions, information presented

in a symbolic format should result in increased performance on symbolic
tasks. However, when interrupted, decision makers with tabular formats

may not have developed an internal representation that permits them to
retain the infomation acquired. In this case, their performance will be

impaired to a greater extent than for deasion makers who have graphical

formats, in which case the perceptual cues allow decision makers to recover
from interruptions more quickly. Decision makers using graphical formats
may take less time to solve simple-symbolic problems when interrupted than
decision makers using symbolic formats. Simple-spatial tasks will be
performed in the least amount of time with spatial information as suggested

by Cognitive Fit Theory.
The perceptual cues in graphical formats enable these representations
to be recalled more easily or be located more quiddy during recovery from an
interruption. However, graphical formats do not provide the precision
required by symbolic tasks. Interruptions are likely to lead to increased errors
in acquiring the correct piece of information for a symbolic task. However,
this increase in acquisition error is not likely to offset the lack of precision in

graphical formats. Therefore, symbolic formats will result in higher solution

accuracy for simple-symbolic tasks. Simple-spatial tasks will be performed
most accurately when spatial information is used as suggested by Cognitive

Fit Theory.
For complex tasks, the infomation cue and processing requirements

are far more extensive than for simple tasks. Proposition 2 indicates that
decision makers will solve feasibly-solvable complex-symbolic tasks under
non-interrupted conditions more accurately and quickly with symbolic data,
because symbolic data provides specific point values that fadlitate responding
to symbolic tasks. When using spatial data to respond to a symbolic task, a
decision maker often has to interpolate from the information provided to
obtain an answer.

An increased number of errors are likely to occur in acquiring and
manipulating information cues when interrupted during a complex task. In

addition, decision makers may require additional time to recover from the

interruptions. Decision makers using tabular data are likely to experience
more errors than those using graphical data. Tabular data lacks perceptual
cues that make it easier to locate and remember specific information. The
errors that occv in response to interruptions are likely to exceed the
inaccuracy of using spatial data to solve feasibly-solvable complex-symbolic

tasks. Therefore, the use of spatial information is expected to result in better
performance when completing feasibly-solvable complex-symbolic tasks.
Prior research suggests that when interrupted, decision makers will
perform simplesymbolic tasks more quickly with graphs that with tables.
The same result is expected for feasibly-solvable complex-symbolic tasks
because the perceptual cues inherent in the graphical format should facilitate
the interruption recovery process. Spatial data should continue to facilitate
the performance of feasibly-solvable complex-spatial tasks as would be

expected from Cognitive Fit Theory.
Proposition 3 describes the moderating effect of interruptions on
information presentation and task type. Only the relationships that are
expected to be contrary to Cognitive Fit Theory are stated, resulting in the
following three testable hypotheses:
H3A: When interrupted, decision makers will perform simplesymbolic tasks more quiddy with graphs than with tables.

H3B: When intermpted, decision makers will perform feasiblysolvable complex-symbolic tasks more accurately with graphs
than with tables.
H3C: When intermpted, decision makers will perform feasiblysolvable complex-symbolic tasks more quickly with graphs than
with tables.

4.3.4 Interruption Frequency

When an interruption occurs, a decision maker must respond to the
intenuption and then retum to his or her primary task. This return is likely
to involve a recovery period as the decision maker must remember their
"position" in solving the primary task (Kahnernan, 1973). The decision

maker may need to re-process some information, either acquiring
information or performing calculations a second time. In addition, a decision
maker may face increased confusion after an intermption. Each recovery

period, therefore, presents the decision maker with an opportunity to
generate errors that might not occur without interruptions. As the number

of intemptions increases, there are an increased number of recovery periods

and potential errors. The following hypotheses are based on Proposition 4
which focuses on intermption frequency:

H4A: Feasibly-solvable complex tasks are performed less
accurately when the frequency of the interruption is high rather
than low.

H4A1: Feasibly-solvable complex-symbolic tasks are
performed less accurately when the frequency of the
intermption is high rather than low.
H4A2: Feasibly-solvable complex-spatial tasks are performed
less accurately when the frequency of the interruption is high
rather than low.

H4B: Feasibly-solvable complex tasks are performed less
quickly when the frequency of the interruption is high rather
than low.

H4B1: Feasibly-solvable complex-symbolic tasks are
performed less quiddy when the frequency of the intermption is
high rather than low.

H4B2: Feasibly-solvable complex-spatial tasks are performed
less quickly when the frequency of the interruption is high
rather than low.
4.3.5 Tasknnterruption Content Similarity
Research examining attention and memory indicates that task content
affects performance when multiple tasks are processed (Broadbent, 1958,1971).
Kinsbourne (1981) and Paschler (1986) suggest that when task information or
task processing is similar, there is greater interference in memory than when
tasks are dissimilar. Some of the information cues associated with each task
reside in working memory. As the similarity among information cues
increases, interference occurs within working memory between the
information associated with the primary task and the intermption task. This
interference results in performance degradation as resources from working
memory are inappropriately allocated among tasks (Norman, 1981).
Proposition 5 describes the effect of intermption content on performance and
is described as:

H5A: Feasibly-solvablecomplex tasks are performed less accurately
when interruptions have similar information content to the primary
task than when the information content is dissimilar.
H5A1: Feasibly-solvable complex-symbolic tasks are performed less
accurately when interruptions have similar information content to the

primary task than when the information content is dissimilar.
H5A2: Feasibly-solvable complex-spatial tasks are performed less
accurately when intemptions have similar information content to the
primary task than when the information content is dissimilar.
H5B: Feasibly-solvable complex tasks are performed less quickly when
intemptions have similar information content as the primary task
than when the information content is dissimilar.

H5B1: Feasibly-solvable complex-symbolic tasks are performed less
quickly when interruptions have similar information content as the
primary task than when the information content is dissimilar.
H582: Feasibly-solvable complex-spatid tasks are performed less
quickly when intermptions have similar information content as the
primary task than when the information content is dissimilar.
4.3.6 Hypothesis Summary

Table 4-2 presents a synopsis of a l l hypotheses. The experimental
studies used to test each hypothesis are described in the next session.

TABLE 4-2
Hypotheses Synopsis

Accuracy
Time
Accuracy

Time
ComplexSymbolic
ComplexSpatial

Accuracy

Time
Accuracy
Time
Accuracy

Time

ID
ID
ID

ID
PRES
PRES
PRES
PRES
PRES
PRES

H4A: LF > HF
H4B: LF > HF
H5A: DC > SC
H5B: K>SC
H2E: T > G
H2F: T > G
H3B: G > T
H3C: G > T
H2G: G > T
- H2H: G > T

PRES = PRESENTATION Experiment, ID = INTERRUPTION DIMENSION Experime~
I=Interruption, NI=No-Interruption, G=Graph, T=Table, LF=Low Frequency
HF=Wgh Frequency, DC=Different Content, SC=Similar Content

4.4 General Description of Research Studia

This research study involved two laboratory experiments identified as
the PRESENTATION and INTERRUPTION DIMENSION experiments. Each

experiment consisted of multiple decision and interruption tasks delivered to

subjects by a DSS. The decision tasks were all related to the field of
Production and Operations Management and have optimal solutions. The
tasks in the INTERRUPTION DIMENSION experiment were the same as
those used in the PRESENTATION experiment. The interruption tasks were
also related to production management concepts and required the decision
maker to acquire information at their disposal. The interruption tasks also
have optimal solutions. The PRESENTATION experiment tests the set of

hypotheses associated with hypothesis 1,2, and 3. The INTERRUPTION

DIMENSION experiment partially tests the set of hypotheses associated with
hypothesis 1 and tests hypotheses 4 and 5. Both experiments use the same
dependent and control variables. The subjects participating in the two

experiments were drawn from the same population and all data was collected
within 5 days to facilitate cross-study comparisons.
4.5 Research Studv I-PRESENTATION

The PRESENTATXON experiment used a within-subjects full factorial
design as illustrated in Table 4-3. Factors manipulated were: Work
E nuironmen t (2 levels), Information Presentation Format (2 levels), and Task
Type (4 levels). The task type manipulation was within-subjects, while
information presentation and work environment were manipulated between
subjects. The resulting 2 X 2 X 4 full factorial design involved a total of 4

treatments.

Table 4 3
PRESENTATION Experimental Design

Independent Variables-PRESENTATION

4.5.1.

There were three independent variables in the PRESENTATION
experiment: the Work Environment, the Information Presentation Format,

and Task Type (see Table 4-4).
4.5.1.1

Work Environrnen t

The Work Environment was manipulated by introducing
interruptions into the DSS as subjects were performing primary tasks. A

baseline performance measure was required for testing Hypotheses 1A-D,
hence the need for a treatment free of interruptions. The interruption level
of the Work Environment factor was established based on the results of the

first pilot study and tested in the second pilot study (see Appendix L).

Subjects in the no-interruption treatment performed all tasks and
intemption activities. Fifty percent of these subjects performed all
intermption tasks followed by the four experimental tasks. The remaining

fifty percent performed all experimental tasks undisturbed followed by all the
interruption tasks. In the interruption treatment, the subjects performed the
experimental tasks in concert with the interruption tasks.
4.5.1.2

Information Presentation Fotmat
Two levels of information presentation were manipulated in this

research study. These levels were operationalized as tables and bar graphs. A
single table or graph was presented on a computer saeen. In addition, these
presentation formats were constructed to conform to current presentation

guidelines as outlined in Hoffer, George, and Valadch (1996). These include
formatting of graphs and tables to facilitate use, clarity of format, etc.
4.5.1.3 Task Tqpg

Each subject performed four tasks where the presentation order of the
tasks was counterbalanced within cells. The Simple-Symbolic task involved a

series of six symbolic questions that were answered with a single information
presentation format. The Simple-Spatial task was identical to the SimpleSymbolic task except that a series of six spatial questions were answered.

These tasks have been validated and used in prior research (Umanath, 1994;
Umanath, Scamell, and Das, 1990). The Complex-Symbolic and Complex-

Spatial tasks were constructed to be complex as defined by Wood (1986) and

Vessey (1994). A facility location task (Complex-Symbolic) consisted of
symbolic subtasks and has been described by Buffa (1980). Finally, an aggregate
planning task (Complex-Spatial) consisted of spatial subtasks and has been
previously used and validated (Davis and Kotteman, 1994; Remus, 1984,

1987). A detailed description of the tasks k provided in section 4.8, entitled
Controlled Variables.

Table 4-4
Independent Variables for PRESENTATION Experiment

The hypotheses tested did not require comparisons to be performed
between simple and complex task types, across simple tasks, or across complex

task types. The task types presented in the hypotheses are independent of one
another and are being tested as part of a within-subjects design due to a
limitation on available subjects. It was important, however, to ensure that

the simple tasks were inherently different from the complex tasks. The
complex tasks used in this study were selected based on a theoretical
definition of complexity as they contained coordinative and dynamic
complexity (Wood, 1986) and had higher component complexity that the

simple tasks. These features were operationalized as an increased amount of

information, an increased number of computations, and greater

interdependency between the data. In addition, results from the second pilot

study indicated a significant performance difference between simple and

complex tasks. Complex tasks were performed less accurately and took more
time to complete that the simple tasks indicating greater overall complexity.
4.6 Research Study 2-mRRUPTIC)N

DIMENSION

A second experiment was conducted to better understand the influence

of specific dimensions of interruptions on human decision-making
performance. Specifically, the frequency and content of the interruption was
manipulated. This experiment also consisted of a within-subjects fadorial

design as illustrated in Table 4-5. The factors manipulated were Interruption
Frequency (2 levels), Interruption Content (2 levels) and Task Type (2 levels).

The task manipulation was within-subjects while, the intermption frequency
and interruption content was manipulated between subjects. The resulting 2
X 2 X 2 factorial design involved a total of four treatments.

Table 4-5

INTERRUPTION DIMENSION Jkperimental Design

[The type and frequency of the interruption in the highlighted cell (#I) was
iden tical to the INTERRUPTlON work environment in the PRESENTATION
experiment.]

4.6.1 Independent Variables-INTERRUPTION DMENSION

There were three independent variables in the INTERRUPTION

DIMENSION experiment: Interruption Frequency, Intermption Content, and
Task Type (see Table 4-6).
4.6.1.1

fntewuvtion Freauenm

Two levels of interruption frequency were manipulated in this study.
The levels of the Intermption Frequency factor were established based on
results of the two pilot studies (see Appendix L). The low frequency level was
set to 4 interruptions per task in order to be identical to the Intermption level

of the Work Environment factor in the PRESENTATION experiment.
Setting these levels to be identical across experiments permitted data to be
pooled from both studies when testing HI. It also provided an internal check

across studies to idenbfy any inconsistencies in results.

In the pilot studies, the High level of the Interruption Frequency factor
was initially set to 8 intenuptiom per task. This level was established as it
was twice the frequency of the Low Frequency level. Results of Pilot Study 2
indicated that there were no si@cant

differences in decision accuracy or

decision time (p>.6 and p>.6 respectively). The High Frequency level was
increased to 12 interruptions per task for the Main study. This increased the
difference between the Low and High Frequency levels by 50%.
4.6.1.2 Interruvtion rantent

Two levels of interruption content were manipulated in this research.
One level, task/interruption similar content, involved intemption tasks that

required the subject to use the same data as used in the primary task. In the
task/intermption different treatment, subjects used data that was different

from that used in the primary task to complete the interruption tasks. F&y

percent of the interruption tasks were presented with the data in a symbolic

format (tables) while the remaining fifty percent were presented with a spatial

format (graphs).
4.6.1.3 Task

T m

Each subject performed two tasks. The complex-symbolic and complexspatial tasks were identical to those used in the PRESENTATION experiment.
All subjects were given spatial information to complete the complex-spatial

task and symbolic information to complete the complex-symbolic task as
suggested by Cognitive Fit Theory. Tasks were counterbalanced within cells.

Table 4-6
Independent Variables for INTERRUPTION DIMENSION Experiment

answer experimental and

4.7 Dependgnt Variabla
The primary dependent variables for both experiments were decision
accuracy and decision time (see Table 4-7). Measures regarding perceptions of
the infomation and decision-maker approach to performing the task were

also assessed. The dependent variables were evaluated for each task and not
aggregated across tasks. The rest of this section describes the details associated
with operationalizing these variables.

Table 4 7
Dependent Variables for Both Experiments

4.7.2 Decision Accuracy

The evaluation of accuracy for each task was performed using an
electronic worksheet. Decision accuracy was measured as the percentage

deviation from optimal for all tasks. Each problem within a task had an
optimal solution. The solution provided in the spreadsheet was compared to

the optimal solution and an assessment was made. When the solution was

non-numeric (Simple-Spatial tasks), a correct answered received 1 point and
an incorrect answer received 0 points. When the solution was numeric

(Simple-Symbolic, Complex-Symbolic, and Complex-Spatial), a percent
deviation from optimal was assessed for each problem and then aggregated.
4.7.2 Decision Time

Decision time was measured in seconds and was equal to the time
required for the experimental task minus the time required for the
interruption task. The Timer functionin Visual Basic was used to capture

the start and stop time of each problem within the experimental tasks and
each interruption task. The Timer function captures the number of seconds
elapsed since midnight as measured by the internal clock of the PC. The

program written to collect the decision time data was unobtrusive and
masked from the subjects.
4.7.3 Perceptual Measures

A number of secondary dependent variables were measured to capture
individuals' perceptions regarding the tasks and information used in the
tasks (Appendix A). Two instruments were used to collect these measures: 1)
items from the User Information Satisfaction instrument developed by Bailey

and Pearson (1983) and 2) items previously used by Spurrier, Topi, and
Valacich (1994). In addition, 5 questions were added from the Corragio (1990)

study to assess subject attitudes regarding the influence of interruptions.
Table 4 8 lists the constructs measured in this study and the original
instrument the constructs came from.

Table 4-8
Attitudes and Perceptions to be M e a s w d

The constructs from the Bailey and Pearson instrument focus primarily
on features of the information (correctness, precision, amount,
comprehensiveness, usefulness, and format). Subject satisfaction with these
dimensions of information provided additional data from which to compare
differences between table and graph treatments. The items from the Spurrier,
Topi, and Valaach (1994) instrument were used to assess the subject's
perceptions regarding their performance (confidence) and what type of
strategy they used to perform each task (rational and intuitive approach).

Solution importance was used to subjectively assess the importance of
obtaining a correct solution was to a subject. Finally, the Use of Other
Infomation construct examined distinctions between the use of graphs or
tables to support solving a task.
Confirmatory factor analysis and reliability analysis were assessed on
both the data from Pilot Study 2 (Section 4.11)and the Main Study (Section
5.7). Results fromthese analyses suggest that the instruments had suitable

psychometric properties.
4.8 Experimental Controh

The construction of the two experiments provided controls to
eliminate variation for general task features and the task presentation (via a
computer-based system). In addition, a number of individual factors were
statistically controlled. Each of these are described below and presented in
Table 4-9.
4.8.1 Task

All treatments received identical tasks presented electronically via a

decision support system constructed by the researcher. AlI of the tasks are
defined as decision (Campbell, 1988) or intellective tasks (McGrath, 1984).

These task types have an optimal objective solution. The tasks used to

operationalize each of the four experimental tasks are presented in the next

sections.
4.8.1.1 Simvle Tasks-Symbolic and Spatial

A task used in Umanath (1994) and Umanath, Scamell, and Das (1990)

was used for both the symbolic and spatial tasks. This task presented

machining center workload and capacity constraints for three machining
centers over a six-month period. Subjects were asked six symbolic (simplesymbolic task) and six spatial (simple-spa tial task) questions regarding the
load on specific machining centers. Examples of the symbolic and spatial
questions used in these tasks are presented in Appendix B and C.
4.8.1.2 Complex Task-Symbolic

This task involved making facility location decisions as described in
Buffa (1980). Subjects solved this task for six different scenarios. Each
scenario provided data on six potential warehouse sites. Subjects were given

criteria to determine whether a specific site should be opened. At least one
warehouse and as many as five warehouses met the criteria in each of the six
scenarios. Examples of the facility location task are presented in Appendix D.
4.8.1.3 Complex Task-Svatial

This task involved an aggregate planning decision making task based
on work originated by Holt, Modigliani, Muth, and Simon (HMMS) (1960).

This aggregate planning task has been used in previous DSS research (Davis
and Kotteman, 1994), including DSS research examining information
presentation formats (Remus, 1984; Remus, 1987). The HMMS model is based

on both linear and quadratic representation of costs that represent production

scheduling for a firm. The original HMMS model was used by production
planners to plan the number of workers required and the production volume
of a product given a predetermined demand. The cost function for each

period is the total of three quadratic cost functions and is automatically
calculated by the DSS:
Workforce Level Change Cost =
64.3 (currentworkforce - new workforce)2
Worker Overtime/Idle-time Cost =

-

.8((new workforce * 5.67) new production)2
Non-optimal Inventory Cost =

-

.02 (currentinventory + new production - new demand 320)2

Subjects were required to select the required workforce and production
levels for a given period of plant operation. Subjects completed the task for
eight periods of operation. However, the first two periods were used to bring
the system to steady state and were not induded as part of the subject's task

performance. Subjects had a product demand forecast for the next three
planning periods (Moskowitz and Miller, 1975; Remus, 1984), current
inventory levels/inventory costs, and the costs of hiring and firing laborers
available to them. Examples of the aggregate planning task are presented in

Appendix E.
4.8.2 Task Presentation

The decision support system presented the task, interruptions, and
questionnaires via a PC to the subjects. This DSS was constructed using
Microsoft Excel with a Visual Basic front end. The DSS was designed to be

highly usable (Shneiderman, 1987) following common user conventions to
navigate and manipulate data. Cells available for data entry were well
identified and presented in the same color across experimental and

interruption tasks. Users did not have access to the menu or worksheet tabs.
Navigation through the DSS was handled by clicking on an "OK1'button
located in the lower right portion of the screen. The first and only exposure

subjects had with the DSS tool was in the experimental session, thus DSS

expertise was controlled.
Table 4 9
Controlled Variables for Both Experiments

Gender
Cognitive
Ability
Interruption

Task
Interruption
Timing
Interruption
Type

Male/ Female
Spatial orientation

Decision accuracy
Decision time
Mid-process
Face-to-face with no social
characteristics

A

planning and facility location
Self-report
Kit of Factor Referenced Cognitive
Tests (Ekstrom, et al., 1976)
# correct
Seconds elapsed
Intemption occurs X seconds after
a task event
PC-based intenrention from
subject's manager. Does not allow
for processing experimental and
interruption task simultaneously.

4.8.3 Individual Factors

A number of user characteristics were discussed in section 2.3.2 as

directly or indirectly influencing performance. Three individual difference
characteristics were explicitly measured and controlled in the statistical
analysis: domain expertise, gender, and spatial orientation ability. Domain
expertise was measured using two metrics: 1) overall course grade in the
introductory Production and Operations Management course and 2)
performance on the second P301 exam on multiple choice questions related to
aggregate planning and facility location problems. The course grade provided

a measure of overall competency with respect to production and operations
management concepts while the performance on exam questions provides a

direct measure of the skills required to solve the tasks in this study.
Gender was measured through self-report data and spatial orientation

ability was measured using the Kit of Factor Referenced Cognitive Tests

(Ekstrom, French, Harman, and Dermen, 1976).
4.8.4 Interruptions

In addition to the individual difference characteristics, decision
accuracy and decision time in performing the interruption tasks was also

examined and statistically controlled. Although no evidence of this was seen
in the pilot studies, it was possible for students to click on the OK button of

the intermption task without attempting to solve the task. It was important
to control for this possible behavior as "skipping" the intermption task would

minimize the influence of the interruption.
Interruption tasks were constructed to cognitively engage the subject.
These tasks were simple tasks (as defined by Einhom and Hogarth, 1981) and
required the subject to acquire information readily available. Tnunbo, Noble

and Swink (1967) suggested that the a priori difficulty of the intermption task
was not predictive of the extent of interference on the primary task.
Therefore, minor differences in difficulty between the interruption tasks

should not influence performance on the experimental task (Appendix F).

In treatments which involved interruptions, the timing of the
intermption was controlled. The intermption timing was configured to
occur in the middle of processing. This mid-process interruption should

cause greater capacity interference and forgetting than interruptions occurring
towards the beginning or end of a subtask (Corragio, 1990; Schuh, 1978). Each

interruption was timed to occur a specific number of seconds into a task. The

time interval was 7 seconds after a new simple-symbolic or simple-spatial

problem, 10 seconds after a new complex-symbolic problem, and 15 seconds
after a new complex-spatial problem. The differences in timing between tasks
was established to account for differences in the amount of information

necessary for acquisition and question length. Pilot studies were used to
insure that the intermption timing occurred mid-process.

The interruptions involved an electronic intervention to simulate
face-to-face office interruptions from a superior requiring an immediate
response. For each individual, the information presentation format used in
the intermption tasks were either tabular (50% of interruptions) or graphical

(50% of interruptions). The formats were divided evenly across the
intermption tasks to minimize any learning effects related to performance on

the experimental task. The subject was requested to click an OK button upon
completing the task and was immediately returned to the task that was
previously being performed.
4.9 Emerirnental Procedure

The description of the experimental procedure used in the laboratory

experiments is divided into two sections: subject sample and a detailed
description of the experimental session.
4.9.1 Sample

Subjects were recruited from P301, an undergraduate production and
operations management course. Subjects had a course requirement to enroll
in the P301 subject pool via a world wide web interface into the IDEAS

database. This interface allowed for the gathering of demographic
information across the entire subject pool. 295 subjects were enrolled in P301

during the Spring 1996 semester when data was collected. Students were not

given a grade for participating in the experiment, but participation allowed
them to e m ten points of aedit (1%)toward their final grade.

Subjects were encouraged to work both q u . yand accurately by
offering cash incentives for the best overall performance as measured by
dedsion accuracy per unit time. Subjeds had the opportunity to earn $10 in

addition to the course aedit points earned for attending the session. Subjects
participating in the first experiment (PRESENTATION) could earn $2.50 for
each of the 4 tasks performed. Subjects participating in the INTERRUPTION

DIMENSION experiment could earn $5.00 for each of the two tasks
performed. In both experiments, the actual compensation earned was
aggregated over the subject's performance on each of the tasks and compared

to the task performance to other subjects in the same treatment. The top 10%
of subjects in each treatment would earn either $2.50 or $5.00 for each task.

Subjects in each treatment that performed tasks in the top 11.25%

received

either $1.25 or $2.50 (50% of maximum). Subjects in each treatment that
performed tasks in the top 25950% received $50 or $1.00 (20% of maximum).
Subjects performing in the lower 50% for each task received no
compensation. As each of these values was aggregated across either 4 or 2
tasks, the individual compensation ranged from$0 to $10. Over 70% of
subjects received compensation and qualitative feedback indicated that the

opportunity to e m money encouraged the subjects to accurately and quickly
perform the tasks.
Subjects participating in this study had prior experience with aggregate

planning and facility location problems. Subjects completed assignments and
received course credit towards their grade for their homework on both types

of tasks.

4.9.2

Experimental Session
The experimental procedures varied depending on the treatment to

which a subject was randomly assigned. Prior to subject arrival to the
experimental session, the researcher initiated the Miaosoft Excel application
and inserted a diskette containing an Excel file for the treatments being
conducted. An envelope corresponding to the treatment containing paper

materials was placed next to the PC. Two treatments were run
simultaneously and were paired based on the similarity of training materials
and the approximate session length (see Table 410). An experimental script

(Appendix G) was used to conduct each of the sessions to insure consistency
in instructions across sections.

Table 4-10
Experimental Treatments: Pairings

Subjects were asked to read and sign the "Informed Consent
Statement" (Appendix H) that described the general purpose of the
experiment and a description of the compensation associated with their

participation. After completing the consent statement, subjects completed
each of two parts of the spatial orientation instrument (Appendix I).

Instructions describing the spatial orientation test provided by the

Educational Testing Senrice were read to the subjects. Subjects spent one
minute performing a practice test before performbig the first part of the

spatial orientation test. Three minutes were allocated to complete each part
with a 1 minute break between parts.
Following completion of the instrument, the researcher conducted a
short training session to familiarize the subjects with the DSS,the tasks, and
the information available to solve the tasks (Appendix J). Training took

approximately 20 minutes. The researcher answered any questions that were
raised and explained the system that was used to award the compensation
dollars in detail.

Subjects then performed each task in the treatment they were assigned
to. The order of the tasks were counterbalanced across treatments. Subjects

were asked to perform each task as quickly and accurately as possible. After
each task, the DSS delivered a post-test instrument to the subject to record
their attitudes regarding the task, information, and perceptions of their task

performance. Upon completion of the questionnaire, the next task appeared
on the PC screen for the subject to perform.

In treatments that involved interruptions, interruption tasks were
presented in a random order during the processing of an experimental task to
minimize leanring effects- The interruption informed the subject that his or

her manager requested some information. A new screen that contained
information and a specific question or questions to be answered appeared.
Subjects performed this task (extracting information, manipulating
information, calculating information) and input the task solution into the
DSS. In treatments that did not involve interruptions, subjects completed the
interruption tasks either before or after the experimental tasks.

A final s w e n appeared on the PC monitor upon completion of the last
questionnaire. Subjects were thanked for their time, informed that they
would be notified regarding any compensation earned, and told that they

could leave the experimental session. The entire experimental session lasted
approximately 2 hours..

4.10 Power Analysk
A power analysis was conducted using the procedures described in

Cohen (1975) to determine an acceptable sample size to detect medium size
effects. This analysis suggested that at an alpha level of .05,a sample size of 45
subjects per cell in the PRESENTATION experiment and 26 subjects per cell
in the

INTERRUPTION DIMENSION experiment were required to achieve

the minimum desired power level of .SO.
4.11 Chapter Swnmarv

Chapter 4 presented the research methodology implemented to test

that hypotheses derived from the research model The two laboratory

experiments conducted in this study were presented. A description of the
independent, dependent, and controlled variables and the experimental
procedures used in the experiments were described. The hypotheses tested

were presented as were results from the two pilot studies.
Chapter 5 will present the statistical methods that were used to analyze
the experimental data and the results of the hypothesis testing.

CHAPTER 5

ANALYTICAL PROCEDURES AND RESULTS

This chapter presents the results of

the statistical analyses on the

experimental data. The experimental sample and subjects are described first,
followed by the statistical methods used to analyze the data. The assumptions

related to these statistical techniques and appropriate manipulation checks are
then presented. Data analysis is presented in two sections. The first section

presents the results of hypothesis testing. The second section reports post hoc
analyses conducted to more fully examine relationships under investigation
in this study. Results from the post hoc analyses are used to interpret in more

depth the findings from hypothesis testing. Chapter 5 concludes with a

summary of the primary findings of the studies.

5.1 Descri~tiveData About Sam~leand
Subjects in these studies were students enrolled in I-Core (the

Integrative Core consisting of Introductory Finance, Marketing, and

Operations Management) during the second semester of 1995-1996. I-Core is
a required component of the Business major and is typically the first set of
courses taken upon formal admission to the School of Business. All of the
students in the subject pool were enrolled in I-Core for the first time during
the Spring of 1996 insuring that students had similar exposure to the course
content. In addition, these students were all business majors indicating a

fairly homogeneous sample. Finally, over 90% of the students in the subject

pool were in their junior year. Therefore, there was very little variation on

year in school or subject's age. The only demographic factor captured that

varied aaoss the sample was gender. Table 5-1 summarizes sample sizes by
treatments induding a breakdown on gender.

285 subjects were enrolled in the experimental pool, 257 of whom
volunteered to participate in the experiment yielding a participation rate in
excess of 90%. Due to computer problems, the data from 19 subjects could not
be used, giving a usable sample size of 238 subjects. All subjects were

randomly assigned to one of eight treatments aaoss the two experiments.

Table 51
Subject Gender by Treatment

Key: I=intemptions, NI=no interruptions, G= graphs, T=tables,
LF=low frequency, HF=high frequency, SC=similar content, SD=different
content

Chi-square tests were conducted on gender to check for possible
differences among treatment groups. The chi-square statistic was 9.50 (d.f. =
7) with a p-value of .219,indicating no significant differences.
5.2 Statistical Method

This section presents the analytical techniques used to evaluate the
experimental data, control variables, and assumptions underlying the use of
the statistical tests. A univariate approach was w d to assess the

experimental data. Lindman (1992) discusses the tradeoff between univariate

and multivariate statistical tests. He suggests that if the different dependent
variables are regarded as a single underlying trait, multivariate tests should be

used. However, if the "interest is primarily in the individual behavioral
measures, then univariate tests are more appropriate", (page 330). Therefore,

ANOVA, ANCOVA, and post-hoc planned comparisons were used to analyze
the data.
5.2.1 Con frolled Variables

Table 5-2 presents each of the covariates examined and the measures
used. Specific individual characteristics (gender, spatial orientation, domain
expertise) were examined as covariates influencing decision accuracy and
time together with the independent variables. (See Chapters 2 and 4 for
details regarding the need to control these variables). These individual
characteristics could not be randomly assigned prior to the experiment and
were therefore controlled statistically. The use of ANCOVA is recommended
when the covariates under examination are independent of the main and
interaction effects (Lindman, 1992). In this study,gender, spatial orientation,

and domain expertise should all be independent from the manipulated
variables: work environment, information presentation format, task type,
interruption frequency, and interruption content. Lindman suggests that in

these situations, "the effect of the covariate is to reduce the within-subject
error, increasing the power of the test and eliminating most interpretation

problems" (1992;page 345). Thus, gender, spatial orientation, and domain

expertise control variables were &
included
l
as covariates in the ANCOVA
model for each hypothesis tested.

In addition to statistically controlling for specific individual
characteristics, it is also important to examine individual performance on the
interruption tasks. An individual may respond to interruptions in a number

of different ways. For example, the interruption tasks could be performed
poorly or well,quickly or slowly. It is expected that interruption task
performance will be equally distributed aaoss subjects within a treatment.
However, it is possible that a specific treatment (e.g., intermption frequency)

might encourage subjects to respond to the intemptions in a similar fashion,
for example to '%low off' the intermption. It is important therefore, to
examine the interruption task decision accuracy and interruption task
decision time measures to discern whether there are significant differences

between treatments in how subjects addressed the interruptions.
Interruption task performance measures need to be statistically controlled if
intermption task performance sigruficantly influences experimental task
performance.
Linear regression was used to determine if the intermption decision
accuracy and decision time variables had sigruficant explanatory power in
determining the dependent variables in each treahnent. Two types of
relationships appear across treatments: 1) better performance on the
interruption task performance variables was related to better performance on
the experimental task, and 2) lower performance on the intermption task
performance variables was related to better performance on the experimental

task. In the first case, the positive relationship between interruption and
experimental task performance can be explained by subject ability and the
interruption variables were not controlled. However, in the second case, it

appeared that the subjects might have been quickly clicking on the OK button
of the interruption task without making a credible attempt to solve the
problem. In this situation, it was necessary to control for the way in which
the subject responded to the intermption. To accomplish this, decision
accuracy and time variables for the intermption tasks were included with the

individual characteristics as covariates in the ANCOVA model. The results

of the regression analysis suggested that four hypotheses required controlling
interruption task decision accuracy and decision time and these variables

were only controlled for these four statistical tests. These results are
presented in Section 5.5, Hypothesis Testing and in Appendix M.
Results were recorded as statistically significant if the p-value was less
than or equal to .05. Results are recorded as marginally significant if the p-

value was less than or equal to .lo.

Table 5-2
Covariates and Measures

5.2.2 Assumptions Underlying S fatistical Analyses
A number of assumptions underlie the use of ANOVA and ANCOVA
and the experimental data must be tested to insure that the assumptions are
met. These assumptions are: 1) the population scores are normally

distributed; 2) the variance is homogeneous within cells; and 3) all scores are
independent of other scores (Lindman, 1992). When sample sizes are
equivalent and relatively large, the F-test is generally robust to violations of

these assumptions. All of the tests conducted in this study are made between
cells with fairly large, equal sample sizes. Unfortunately, what constitutes a
"large" sample size is open to interpretation. Therefore, appropriate statistical
tests were used to examine the assumptions.

First, Kolrnogorov-Smimov tests were conducted to assess the
distribution of the dependent variables in each treatment. None of the tests

of normality within each cell were s i e c a n t for either dependent variable.
Therefore, the assumption of normal distributions within treatments was
satisfied.

Second, the Levene test was used to assess the homogeneity of
variances. The Levene test is computed perfomkg a 1-way ANOVA on the
absolute difference of each case from the mean. The Levene test was not
sigruficant for either dependent variable in any of the treatments. The
assumption of equal variances within each treatment was therefore satisfied.

Third, random assignment of subjects to treatments was used to insure
the independence of scores.

In addition to the ANOVA assumptions, Lindman (1992)suggests that
the use of ANCOVA requires that all dependent variables and covariates be
related in a linear fashionand that the slope of the linear functions should be
the same for all treatments in the experiment. Lindman suggests, however,

that the implications fiom violating these assumptions are not understood

nor are there adequate tests for examining these assumptions. The covariates
in these experiments met the assumption of independence from the
dependent variable, and were therefore felt to be appropriate to use in the
analysis of variance procedure.

5.3 Mani~ulationChecks
Manipulation checks are used to assess the adequacy of the
experimental manipulations. The majority of the experimental
manipulations in this study were distinctions between treatments, and are
therefore, examined in Section 5.5, Results of Hypothesis Testing.
The remaining manipulation check that needs to be examined is the
distinction between simple and complex tasks. In the fist experiment,
subjects performed four tasks, two that were considered simple and two that

were considered complex. The tasks were selected based on a theoretical
definition of task complexity discussed in Chapter 2 and 4. It was expected that

there would be sigruficant differences between pairs of simple and complex
tasks, and no sigruhcant differences between simplesimple and complexcomplex pairs of tasks. Decision accuracy could not be compared between
tasks as neither the simple tasks nor complex tasks were explicitly designed to
be equivalent. T-tests were performed to compare the time required to
complete each pair of simple and complex tasks. Table 5-3 presents the results
of this analysis. As anticipated, there were sigruficant differences between
each of the complex-simple task pairs (including Complex-Spatial and
Simple-Symbolic at .O51). None of the differences in time required to
complete the simple-simple and complex-complex pairs were si@cant
or better, as expected.

at .05

Table 5 3
Manipulation Check Between Simple and Complex Tasks

5.4 Hy~othesisTesting

This section describes scoring procedures for decision accuracy and
decision time scoring and the results testing the hypotheses.

5.4.1 Scoring Procedures for Decision Accuracy and Decision Time
As described in Chapter 4, each of the tasks performed in both

experiments had an optimal solution.As none of the hypotheses required
comparisons between tasks, it was not essential that each task be scored in an
identical fashion. Each of the tasks was scored as either a percentage of the

optimal score or a percentage deviation from the optimal score. The tasks
were scored electronically using an Excel spreadsheet that compared the value

in the appropriate cell to the optimal solution. Table 5-4 presents a synopsis
of the scoring procedures.
The simple-symbolic task was scored in the following fashion: each of
the six problems that made up the simple-symbolic task was scored as the
percent deviation from optimal [Absolute Value ((answer - optimal

answer)/optimal answer)]. Each of the problem deviation scores was
aggregated to form a total percent deviation from optimal for the simple-

;@$&-+

symbolic task. Therefore, the lower the score, the more favorable the
performance.

Table 5-4

Decision Accuracy and Decision Time Performance Scoring
Scoring Method

Task Type
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The simple-spatial task was scored as correct or incorrect. The answers
to these questions were non-numeric answers such as a month

or product.

Therefore, each of the six problems was scored as a 0 (incorrect) or 1 (correct).
The problem scores were aggregated to form a task score ranging from 0-6.
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The aggregated score was divided by 6 to obtain the percentage of optimal task
score. Therefore, the higher the score, the more favorable the performance.
The complex-symbolic task was scored using a combination of two
methods. For each problem, one point was awarded for each correct deasion
regarding the opening or nonoopening of the six warehouses. Although the
number of warehouses to be opened varied across problems, a maximum of 6
points was awarded if the correct warehows were opened. The problem also
required subjects to rank order the facilities they opened beginning with the
lowest cost facility. For each correct ranking decision, the subject was awarded
one point. The ranking evaluation was based on the facilities the subject
decided to open. If the subject only opened 3 warehouse when there should

have been 4 opened, but all were in the correct order, the subject was assessed
three points. Likewise, if the subject opened 5 warehouses when only 4
should have been opened, a maximum of 4 points were awarded if the
warehouses were placed in the correct order. The total possible points for

each of the six problems therefore, ranged from 7 to 11points with a potential
task total of 53. The six problem totals were aggregated to form an overall task
total and then divided by 53. Therefore, the higher the score, the more
favorable the performance.

Finally,the complex-spatial task was scored by aggregating the total
costs of Periods 3-8 to obtain an overall total cost for the task. This total was
divided by the optimal total cost of $41,874 to obtain the percent deviation

from optimal. Because the goal of this task was to minimize the overall total
cost, the lower the score, the more favorable the performance.
Decision time for all four tasks was recorded in the same fashion. The
experimental application kept track of the time expended for each problem, as

well as the time expended for each interruption. Total problem time (within

each task) was calculated as the total problem time minus total interruption
time, where total interruption time was the time taken up by all the
intermptions that occurred during a problem solution. In the treatments

without interruptions, the measure of decision time was the total problem
time. The total problem time for each problem within a task was aggregated
to form the overall task decision time.
5.4.2 Hypothesis Testing Results

The ANCOVA results for the test of each hypothesis are presented in
Tables 5-5 and 5 6 . Table 5-5 presents the means and standard deviations for

the each hypotheses. Table 5-6 presents the experiment number, hypothesis
number, experimental manipulation, degrees of freedom, F-statistic, and pvalue for the same hypothesis. Each row of the table represents a hypothesis
presented in Chapter 4 and more fully desaibed in the following sections.

Each row in table 5-6 corresponds to the same row number in Table 5-5.
5.4.2 Task Type and Work Environment (HI)

Hypotheses IA-1D examined decision accuracy and decision time on
simple and complex tasks performed with interruptions. Each hypothesis
was tested using the interruption factor as the independent variable.
Hypotheses 1A that simple tasks would be performed more accurately with

interruptions, are stated as follows:

HlA1: Dedsion makers perform simple-symbolic tasks more
accurately with intermptions than without interruptions.
H1A2: Decision makers perform simple-spatial tasks more accurately
with interruptions than without interruptions.

Table 515
Summary of Means and Standard Deviations for each Hypothesis

Table 5-6
Summary of F and p-values for each Hypothesis

The statistical results from the ANCOVA used to test these hypotheses are
presented in Table 5-5: Row 1and Row 2, respectively. The domain expertise
control variable was signihcant for the test of interruptions on decision
accuracy for the simple-symbolic task (see Appendix M).

The control

variables for the test of interruptions on decision accuracy for the simplespatial task were not significant. The result of testing the work environment
variable on decision accuracy for the simple-symbolic task was not sigruficant

(p = .430). The interruption treatment resulted in significantly higher
decision accuracy (p = ,045) than the no-interruption treatment when
performing the simple-spatial task. Hence, Hypothesis 1Al is not supported

and Hypothesis 1A2 is supported.
Hypotheses 16 that simple tasks are performed more quiddy with
interruptions, are stated as follows:
HlB1: Decision makers perform simple-symbolic tasks more quickly
with interruptions than without interruptions.

H1B2: Decision makers perform simple-spatial tasks more quickly with
interruptions than without interruptions.

The statistical results from the ANCOVA used to test this hypothesis are
presented in Table 5-5, Row 3 and Row 4, respectively. The control variables
for the test of interruptions on decision time were non-sigruficant for both
the simple-symbolic and simple-spatial tasks both having p-values greater

than .05. The difference in the means are marginally sigruficant for both the
simple-symbolic (p =.094) and simple-spatial task (p = .095)and in the
direction hypothesized with the interruption treatment resulting in
sigruficantly less decision time. Hence, hypotheses 1B1 and 1B2 are
marginally supported.

Hypotheses 1C that complex tasks are performed less accurately with
interruptions, are stated as follows:

HlC1: Decision makers perform complex-symbolic tasks less
accurately with intermptions than without interruptions.
HlC2: Decision makers perform complex-spatial tasks less accurately
with interruptions than without interruptions.

The statistical results from the ANCOVA used to test this hypothesis are
presented in Table 5-5, Row 5 and Row 6, respectively. The domain expertise
control variable was sigruficant for the test of intermptions on decision
accuracy for the complex-symbolic task (see Appendix M).

The control

variables for the test of intermptions on decision accuracy were not
significant for the compl&spatial task. The difference between the means of
the complex-symbolic task was signhcant at .023,while the differences for the

complex-spatial task was marginally sigdicant at .08. The difference between
the means for both tests was in the direction hypothesized with the no-

intemption treatment having higher decision accuracy than the interruption
treatment. Hence, hypothesis 1C1 is supported and hypothesis 1C2 is
marginally supported.

Hypotheses 1D that complex tasks are performed less quickly with
interruptions, are stated as follows:
HIDI: Decision makers perform complex-symbolic tasks less quiddy
with interruptions than without intermptions.
HlD2: Decision makers perform complex-spatial tasks less quickly
with intemptions than without interruptions.

The statistical results from the ANCOVA used to test this hypothesis are
presented in Table 55, Row 7 and Row 8, respectively. The control variables
for the test of interruptions on decision time for the complex-symbolic task

were not sigruficant. The linear regression used to assess the significance of

the interruption performance measures on the complex-spatial task suggested
that interruption decision accuracy and decision time should be included as
covariates (see Appendix M). The spatial-interruption decision time control
variable was significant for the test of interruptions on decision time for the
complex-spatial task (see Appendix M). The p-value for the influence of
interruptions on complex-symbolic decision time is marginally significant at

.067,however, the p-value for complex-spatial decision time is ,607.The
decision time for the complex symbolic task is in the direction hypothesized

with the no-interruption treatment requiring less time than the interruption
treatment. Hence, there is marginal support for hypothesis ID1 and no

support for hypothesis 1D2.
A summary of the results of Hypothesis 1 is presented in Table 5-7.

Table 5-7
Summary of Hypothesis 1

* significant < .1 ** significant c .05
I=Interruption treatment NI = No Interruption treatment
5.4.4 Task Type and Information Presentation Format

(H2)

Hypotheses 2A-2H examine decision accuracy and decision time on
simple and complex tasks using tabular and graphical information
presentation formats. Each hypothesis was tested using the information
presentation format factor as the independent variable. H2A that simple
symbolic tasks are performed more accurately with tables, is stated as follows:

H2A: A simple-symbolic task is performed more accurately with tables
than with graphs.

The statistical results from the ANCOVA used to test this hypothesis
are presented in Table 5-5, Row 9. The domain expertise control variable was
s i m c a n t for the test of information presentation format on decision

accuracy for the simple-symbolic task (see Appendix M). The p-value was
sigruficant at .043 and the results were in the direction hypothesized with the
tabular treahnent resulting in higher decision accuracy than the graphical

treatments. Hypothesis 2A is supported.

H2B that simple-symbolic tasks are performed more quickly with
tables, is stated as follows:

H2B: A simple-symbolic task is performed more quickly with tables
than with graphs.

The statistical results from the ANCOVA used to test this hypothesis are
presented in Table 5-5, Row 10. The control variables for the test of
information presentation format on decision time were not sipficant for the
simple-symbolic task. The p-value for decision time was significant at .009.
However, this p-value was not in the direction hypothesized. The graphical
treatment resulted

in signihcantly less decision time than in the tabular

treatment. Hence, hypothesis 2B is not supported, and is contradicted. This
contradiction will be discussed in Chapter 6.

H2C that simplespatial tasks are performed more accurately with

graphs than with tables, is stated as follows:

H2C: A simple-spatial task is performed more accurately with graphs
than with tables.
The statistical results from the ANCOVA used to test this hypothesis are

presented in Table 5-5, Row 11. The spatial orientation control variable was
sigruficant for the test of information presentation format on decision
accuracy for the simple-spatial task (see Appendix M). The p-value for
decision accuracy was sigruficant at .001in the direction hypothesized. The
graphical treatment resulted in sigdicantly higher decision accuracy than the
tabular treatment. Hence, hypothesis 2C is supported.

H2D that simple-spatial tasks are performed more quickly with graphs,
is stated as follows:

H2D: A simple-spatial task is performed more quickly with graphs
than with tables.

The statistical results from the ANCOVA used to test this hypothesis are
presented in Table 5-5, Row 12. The control variables for the test of

information presentation format on decision time were not significant for the
simple-spatial task. The pvalue is significant at -001and in the direction
hypothesized. Graphical treatments resulted in significantly less decision
time than tabular treatments. Hence, hypothesis 2D is supported.

H2E that feasibly-solvable complex-symbolic tasks are performed more
accurately with tables, is stated as follows:

H2E: A feasibly-solvable complex-symbolic task is
performed more accurately with tables than with graphs.
The statistical results from the ANCOVA used to test this hypothesis are

presented in Table 5-5, Row 13. The domain expertise control variable was
sigmhcant for the test of decision accuracy on the complex-symbolic task (see

Appendix M). The p-value is sigruficant at .019 and in the direction
hypothesized. Tabular treatments resulted in higher decision accuracy than
graphical treatments. Hence hypothesis 2E is supported.

H2F that feasibly-solvable complex-symbolic tasks are performed more
quickly with tables, is stated as follows:
H2F: A feasibly-solvable complex-symbolic task is
performed more quickly with tables than with graphs.

The statistical results from the ANCOVA used to test this hypothesis are
presented in Table 5-5,Row 14. The control variables for the test of decision
time on the complex-symbolic task were not significant. The p-value for

decision time was sigruficant at .002. However, this finding was not in the
direction hypothesized. The graphical treatment resulted in significantly less
decision time as compared to the tabular treatment. Hence, hypothesis 2F is

not supported, and is contradicted. This contradiction will be discussed in
Chapter 6.

H2G states that feasibly-solvable complex-spatial tasks are
performed more accurately with graphs, is stated as follows:
H2G: A feasibly-solvable complex-spatial task is performed more
accurately with graphs than with tables.
The statistical results from the ANCOVA used to test this hypothesis are
presented in Table 5-5, Row 15. The control variables for the test of
information presentation format on decision accuracy were not significant for

the complex-spatial task. The p-value for decision accuracy was sigruficant at

.05 and in the direction hypothesized. The graphical treatment resulted in

higher decision accuracy than the tabular treatment. Hence, hypothesis 2G is
supported.

H2H that feasibly-solvable complex-spatial tasks are performed more
quickly with graphs, is stated as follows:
A feasibly-solvable complex-spatial task is performed more
quickly with graphs than with tables.
The statistical results from the ANCOVA used to test this hypothesis are

presented in Table 5-5, Row 16. The control variables for information
presentation format on decision time were not sigruficant for the complexspatial task. The p-value for dedsion time was sigruficant at .001 in the

direction hypothesized. The graphical treatment resulted in less decision
time than the tabular treatment. Hence, hypothesis 2H is supported.
A summary of the results of Hypothesis 2 are presented in Table 5-8.

Table 5-8
Summary of Hypothesis 2 Testing

5.4.5 Task Type, Information Presentation Format, and Work Environment

(H3)

H3A-C examined the moderating influence of interruptions on the
relationship between task type and information presentation format. Each

hypothesis was tested using the information presentation format factor as the
independent variable and only the intemption treatments were examined.

H3A that when interrupted, decision time decreases for simple-symbolic tasks
when graphs are used, is stated as follows:

H3A: When interrupted, decision makers perform simplesymbolic tasks more quickly with graphs than with tables.

The statistical resuits from the ANCOVA used to test this hypothesis are
presented in Table 5-5, Row 17. The control variables for the test of
interruptions and information presentation format on decision time were
not sigmficant. The p-value for decision time was sigruhcant at .048 in the

direction hypothesized. The graphical treatment resulted in less decision
time than the tabular treatment. Hence, hypothesis 3A is supported.

H3B that when interrupted, complex-symbolic tasks are solved
more accurately with graphs, is stated as follows:

H3B: When interrupted, decision makers perform feasiblysolvable complex-symbolic tasks more accurately with graphs
than with tables.
The statistical results from the ANCOVA used to test this hypothesis
are presented in Table 5-5, Row 18. The domain expertise control
variable was marginally significant for the test of interruptions and

information presentation format on deasion accuracy and results (see

Appendix M). The p-value for decision time was not sigruhcant at .214.
Although the difference between the means was not significant, the
results were in the direction hypothesized. The 2-way interaction
between interruption treatment and information presentation format

was examined to more clearly understand the influence of these

independent variables. The No Intermption/Table treatment resulted
in sigruhcantly higher decision accuracy than a l l other treatments.
Although the results are not signhcant, the Interruption/Graph

treatment resulted in greater decision accuracy than the No
Intermption/Graph treatment as hypothesized (see Appendix M and
Figure 5-1). Hence, hypothesis 38 is not supported.

H3C that when interrupted, complex-symbolic tasks are
performed more quickly with graphs, is stated as follows:

H3C: When intermpted, decision makers perform feasiblysolvable complex-symbolic tasks more quickly with graphs than
with tables.

Figure 5-1
Influence of Interruptions and Information Presentation on Decision

Accuracy for Complex-SymbolicTasks
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The statistical results from the ANCOVA used to test this hypothesis are
presented in Table 5-5, Row 19. The control variables for the test of
interruptions and information presentation format on decision time was not
signihcant for the complex-symbolic task. The p-value for decision time was

not sigruhcant at 650. Hence, hypothesis 3C was not supported.
A summary of the results of hypothesis 3 are presented in Table 5-9.

Table 5-9

Summary of Hypothesis 3 Testing

5.4.6 in temption Frequency (H4)
Hypotheses 4A-B examine the relatiomhip between interruption

frequency and decision accuracy and decision time. Each hypothesis was tested
using the intermption frequency factor as the independent variable.
Hypotheses H4A that decision accuracy would decrease when the frequency of
intermptions increase, are stated as follows:

H4A1: Feasibly-solvable complex-symbolic tasks will be
performed less accurately when the frequency of the
intermption is high rather than low.
H4A2: Feasibly-solvable complex-spatial tasks will be performed
less accurately when the frequency of the intemption is high
rather than low.

The statistical results from the ANCOVA used to test this hypothesis are
presented in Table 5-5:R o w 20 and Row 21, respectively. The spatial
orientation control variable was sigruficant for the test of interruption

frequency on decision accuracy for the complex-spatial task (see Appendix M).
The p-value for decision accuracy on the complex-symbolic task was
signihcant at .039 in the direction hypothesized, while the p-value on the
complex-spatial task was not significant at .819. The high frequency
intermption treatment resulted in sigruficantly lower decision accuracy than

the low frequency treatment. Therefore, hypothesis 4A1 was supported and
hypothesis 4A2 is not supported.

Hypothesis 48 that decision time would increase when there was
an increased frequency of interruptions, are stated as follows:

H4B1: Feasibly-solvable complex-symbolic tasks will be
performed less quickly when the frequency of the interruption is
high rather than low.

H4B2: Feasibly-solvable complex-spatial tasks will be performed
less quickly when the frequency of the intermption is high
rather than low.

The statistical results from the ANCOVA used to test this hypothesis are
presented in Table 5-5: Row 22 and Row 23, respectively. The linear
regression used to assess the significance of the intermption performance
measures suggested that interruption dedsion accuracy and decision time
should be included as covariates as presented in Table 5-41 (complex-symbolic
tasks) and Table 5-42 (complex-spatiai tasks). The gender and interruption
task deasion accuracy control variables were sigruficant for the test of

frequency on decision time on the complex-symbolic task (see Appendix M).
The interruption task decision accuracy control variable was s i w c a n t for

the test of frequency on deasion time on the complex-spatial task (see
Appendix M). Both of the p-values are highly sigruficant at .000and in the
direction hypothesized. Treatments with a high frequency of interruptions

performed the task less q u a y than treatments with low frequency. Hence,
hypothesis 481 and 4B2 are supported.
A summary of the results of hypothesis 4 are presented in Table 5-10.

Table 5-10
Summary of Hypothesis 4 Testing

H4A2: Complex-Spatial
H4B1: Complex-Symbolic Decision Time
H4B2: Comvlex-S~atial

N.S.
LF > HF*** Not Supported
LF > HF***

5.4.7 Task/Interruption Content Similarity (H5)
Hypotheses 5A-8 examined the relationship between the information
content of the intermption with respect to the primary task and decision
accuracy and decision time. Each hypothesis was tested using the
interruption content factor as the independent variable. Hypotheses 5A that
decision accuracy would decrease as the information used in the intermption
task was more similar to the primary task, are stated as follows:
H5A1: Feasibly-solvable complex-symbolic tasks will be performed less
accurately when intemptions have similar information content to the
primary task than when the information content is dissimilar.
H5A2: Feasibly-solvable complex-spatial tasks will be performed less
accurately when interruptions have similar information content to the
primary task than when the information content is dissimilar.

The statistical results from the ANCOVA used to test this hypothesis are
presented in Tables 5-5: Row 24 and Row 25, respectively. The control
variables for the test of interruption content on decision accuracy were not
sigruhcant for the complex-symbolic task. The domain expertise and spatial
orientation control variables were significant or marginally sigmficant for the
test of interruption content on decision accuracy for the complex-spatial task

(see Appendix M). Neither of the p-values were significant at the .05 level

(p=.235 for the complex-symbolic task and p=.937 for the complex-spa tial task)

and therefore Hypothesis 5A is not supported.
Hypotheses 58 that decision time would increase as the information

used in the intermpiion task was more similar to the primary task, are stated
as follows.

H5B1: Feasibly-solvable complex-symbolic tasks will be performed less
quickly when intermptions have similar information content as the
primary task than when the information content is dissimilar.

H5B2: Feasibly-solvable complex-spatial tasks will be performed less
quickly when interruptions have similar information content as the
primary task than when the information content is dissimilar.
The statistical results from the ANCOVA used to test this hypothesis are
presented in Table 5-5: Row 26 and Row 27, respectively. The linear
regression used to assess the sigmficance of the interruption performance
measures suggested that interruption decision accuracy and decision time
should be included as covariates on the complex-symbolic task (see Appendix
M). The gender, interruption task decision time, and intermption task

decision accuracy control variables were sigruficant for the test of decision
time on the complex-symbolic task. The gender control variable was

significant for the test of intermption content on decision time for the
complex-spatial task (see Appendix M). Both p-values are highly signihcant
at .001 and .009. However, these values are not in the direction hypothesized.

Interruption treatments that contained similar information as the primary
task resulted in less decision time than intemption treatments that
contained different information from the primary task. Hence, hypotheses

5B1 and 5B2 are not supported, and are contradicted.
A summary of the results of hypothesis 5 are presented in Table 5-11.

Table 5-11
Summary of Hypothesis 5 Testing

H5A2: complex-spatial
H5B1: Complex-Symbolic
H5B2: Complex-Spa tial

L

Decision Time

L

N.S.
SC > DC**+ Contradicted
SC > DC***
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5.4.8 Summary of Hypothesis Testing

Predictions regarding the direct influence of interruptions on simple

and complex tasks were generally supported. There was also general support
for the relationships between information presentation format and task type
as suggested by Cognitive Fit Theory. The moderating influence of

interruptions on the infomation presentation format/task type relationship

was not supported. Finally, general support was found for the influence of
interruption frequency, but not for the influence of interruption content on
decision accuracy and decision time. A more detailed discussion of these

results is contained in Chapter 6.

. . a1 Analvm
5.5 Results of Post Hoc Stahshc
In addition to the statistical testing of the hypotheses, post hoc
statistical analyses were also performed. This post hoc analysis involved 1)

examining the perceptual data collected during the experiment, and 2) a more
extensive examination of interruptions as a moderating influence on
information presentation format and task type. This section presents the
validation of the instruments used in this study and the sigruficant results of

the post hoc analysis.
5.5.1 Instrument Validation

Two instruments were used to collect subjects' perceptions of the task
and information used in the task. Principal components factor analysis using

varimax rotation was w d to assess both the Bailey and Pearson (1983) and

the modified Spurrier et al. (1994) instruments. A seven-factor solution was
expected from the Bailey and Pearson instrument and a six-factor solution

was obtained explaining 74.7% of the variance. The items associated with the
amount of information and the overall perception of the information loaded

together on one factor and was labeled "Overall Information Usefdness". It
consists of 3 items from the Amount of Information scale and 3 items from
the Information Overall scale.
A seven-factor solution was expected from the Spurrier et al.

instrument and a seven-factor solution explaining 62.9% of the variance was

obtained. The seven factors were not the same as those seen in Spurrier et al.
as the Intuitive Problem-Solving Approach factor did not emerge as a factor

and the Use of Other Information factor appeared as two distinct factors.
As in the pilot study, the intuitive problem-solving approach did
emerge as a factor. All of the items for this factor loaded with the rational

approach items only with negative factor loading values. An attempt was
made to force these negative factor loadings into another factor. However,
the negative intuitive approach items remained with the positive factor

loadings associated with the rational approach. All of the tasks were likely to
be solved using a rational strategy, as a l l of the tasks performed in this

experiment had an optimal solution. It is likely that the intuitive and
rational items are seen as opposing items measuring a single construct based
on the tasks used in this study. Therefore, the rational approach items were
used to form a factor labeled as rational approach and the intuitive items
were dropped from any subsequent examination.

In the pilot study, the Spurrier et al. factor labeled "Use of Other
Lnformation"appeared as two separate factors, 'Useof Graphs" and "Useof
Tables". That same distinction appeared in the factor analysis of the main

study. Spurrier's original Use of Information factor generally examines
preferences for graphic and tabular information presentation formats.

However, the explicit focus on graphs and tables in this study appears to have

created a distinction between the two formats, resulting in two different
constructs.

Tables 5-12 and 5-13 present the factor loadings (by questionnaire item

number), the factor eigenvalues, and reliabilities associated with each scale on
the Bailey and Pearson and Spurrier et al. instruments,respectively.
ANOVA was used to assess whether there were s i e c a n t differences
between the experimental treatments on the perceptual measures from the
questionnaires. Only the perceptual measures that are significant are
presented in this section. Appendix M provides the complete results of all
statistical tests on the perceptual measures.
5.5.2 Summary of Post Hoc Analyses
The purpose of the post-hoc analysis was to tease out perceptions about
the task and performing the task that went beyond the objective performance

measures. ANOVA was used to test the sigruficance of each perceptual
measure across the different tzeatments examined in the hypotheses and

results are presented where the p-value for a specific test is less than .l. Table

5-14presents the sigruficant results of these tests by task type, while Table 5-15
presents the sigruhcant results by hypothesis. The results are presented in
this way to facilitate idenhfying patterns in the data. The interpretation of
these results are integrated with the results from the hypothesis testing and

are presented in Chapter 6.

Table 5l2
Bailey and Pearson Factor Loadings and Reliabilities from Main Study

Comprehensiveness

Table 513
Spurrier et al. Factor Loadings and Reliabilities from Main Study

Table 5-15
Summary of Post-HOCAnalyses by Hypothesis

.

2) Amount of Information Makes
Problem More Difficult
-Simple-Spatial
-Complex-Symbolic

bMS*

~NI*

-Complex-Spatial
3) c Q I a . w e

-Simple-Symbolic
bNI** T>G**
-Simile-spatial
T>G***
-Complex-Spatial
T>G**
4) Rational Problem Solving Ap~roach
b~t*
S imple-Symbolic
T>G**
-Complex-Symbolic
5) Number of Interruptions
G>T*
-Simple-Syrnbolic

6) Information Com~rehensiveness

-Complex-Symbolic
7) Infonnation Precision
-Complex-Symbolic
ComplexS patial

I

I
l">G**

II

I

I

8) Infonnation Usefulness
-Complex-Symbolic
-ComplexSpatiaI
9) fiformation Reliability
-Simple-Spatial
-~omplex~~ymbolic
10) Infonnation Format
-Complex-Symbolic
11)8-Complex-Symbolic
* = ~ i ~ c a atn.1,t ** = significant at .05, *** = signifc
Key: I=interruptions, NI=no interruptions, G= graphs, T=tables,
LF=low frequency, HF=high frequency, SC=similarcontent, DC=different content

Post-hoc analysis was also used to examine the moderating influence of
intermptions on the information presentation format and task processing
relationship. Hypothesis 3 examined three relationships (simplesymbolic/decision time, complex-symbolic/decision accuracy, complexsyrnbolic/decision time) where intermptions were expected to moderate the
relationships indicated by Cognitive Fit Theory. It was suggested that
interruptions would not influence the remaining relationships (simplesymbolic/decision accuracy, simple-spatial/dedsion accuracy, simplespatial/decision time, complex-spatial/decision accuracy, and complexspatial/decision time indicated by Cognitive Fit Theory. The results of the

hypothesis testing and post hoc results are presented in Table 5-16. The
interpretation of these results are integrated with the results from the

hypothesis testing and are presented in Chapter 6.
Table 5-16

The Moderating Influence of Interruptions on Task Type
and Information Presentation Format

*

= significant at .l. ** = significant at .05, *** = signifcant at .O1

5.6 C h a ~ t e rS u m =

The planned statistical analysis examined the influence of
interruptions and information presentation formats on decision accuracy and
decision time. This analysis showed general support for the influence of

interruptions and information presentation on decision-making
performance. However, there was no support found for the hypotheses

suggesting interruptions moderate the relationship between the information
presentation format and task type (Hypotheses 3A-C).

The post-hoc analysis provides additional insight into the influence of
interruptions on decision making. In many instances, interruptions appear
to change the way in which the information used in the decision-making

tasks is perceived. Chapter 6 discusses and interprets the results from both

the planned and post-hoc analyses.

CHAPTER 6
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The broad problem area addressed by this research was to better
understand the influence of intermptions on individual decision making.
The decision-making model including interruptions described how
interruptions were expected to influence decision performance, either directly
or indirectly through decision task and information task characteristics. Four

research questions were addressed in this research: 1) What is the effect of
interruptions on certain types of tasks?; 2) When a decision maker is
interrupted, do different information presentation formats facilitate decision-

making performance on certain types of tasks?; 3) Does the frequency of
intermptions affect decision-making performance on certain types of tasks?;
and 4) Does the content of the interruption affect decision-making

performance on certain types of tasks?

Propositions from the developed model posited that: 1) intermptions
would influence both simple and complex tasks; 2) relationships suggested by
Cognitive Fit Theory would exist for simple and complex tasks, and

interruptions would, for some tasks, moderate this relationship; 3)
interruption frequency and content characteristics would influence decision
performance; and 4) interruption content would influence decision time.

Hypotheses applicable to each of the propositions were derived from
the research model and were tested using 2 laboratory experiments. The next

section interprets the results presented in Chapter 5. It is followed by a

discussion of the implications of the findings for both theory and practice in
the final section.

This chapter is structured as follows: 1)Section 6.1.1 presents the
findings from this research study at a highly detailed level; 2) a summary
level presentation of these findings is presented in Section 6.2; and 3) Section
6.3 discusses the implications of these research findings from both a

theoretical and practical perspective.
6.1 Interpretation of Research Results

The purpose of this section is to integrate and discuss the findings
presented in Chapter 5. This chapter is structured to focus on three key
outcomes of this research: 1)the influence of interruptions on task
performance, 2) the moderating influence of interruptions on information
presentation format and task type, and 3) the effect of specific interruption
dimensions on decision performance.

6.1.1 Influence of interruptions on Task Petformance
Hypotheses 1A-D examined the influence of intermptions on decision

accuracy and decision time. The Yerkes-Dodson law was used as the basis for
these hypotheses. Both simple and complex tasks were examined because

interruptions were expected to influence the task types differently. The
results of the statistical analyses provide partial support for the hypotheses
that intermptions facilitate simple tasks and inhibit complex tasks.
6.1.1.1 Simvle Tasks

There was partial support for intermptions facilitating decision
accuracy on simple tasks. Decision accuracy on simple-spatial tasks was

significantly higher with interruptions than without interruptions. There

was no difference in decision accuracy between the interruption and non-

interruption treatments on simple-symbolic tasks. With respect to decision

speed, the statistical analyses provided marginal support for the hypotheses
(p-values less than -1): subjects required less decision time when interrupted
for both simplesymbolic and simple-spatial tasks. Figures 6-1and 6-2

illustrate the relationship between interruptions and decision performance
across simple task types.

Figure 6-1

The Influence of Interruptions on Decision Accuracy Across Simple Task
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Figure 6-2
The Influence of Interruptions on Decision Time Across Simple Task Types

Interruptions may not have s i e c a n t l y influenced decision accuracy
on the simple-symbolic task for two reasons. First, the simple-symbolic task
consisted of several problems that required a varying amount of
computational effort. It is possible that some of the problems requiring more
computational effort might not be simple enough to be positively innuenced
by intermptions. When all the problems are aggregated together, the
potentially positive interruption interference on the very simple tasks might

be diluted by the influence of intemptions on the "less simple" simplesymbolic tasks. Second, it is possible that the strong influence of domain

expertise, with greater domain expertise resulting in higher decision accuracy,
may have masked any significant relationship with interruptions.

Although decision accuracy did not differ sigruficantly for the
interruption and no-intemption treatments for simple-symbolic tasks,
interruptions did seem to influence perceptions of the task and problemsolving strategy. Interestingly, subjects in the interruption treatment

perceived that interruptions negatively influenced performance; yet had
higher confidence in their solutions than did subjects in the no-interruption
treatment. In addition, subjects in the interruption treatment were more

likely to report using a rational problem-solving approach than subjects in
the no-interruption treatment. It is possible that interruptions changed their

problem-solving strategy for this task. Subjects might have perceived the
intemptions as negative influences, and therefore felt it necessary to follow a
well-defined strategy to solve these problems. Following this rational strategy

might have resulted in greater confidence in their solutions over subjects in
the no-interruption treatment. Of course, there were no real differences in
decision accuracy between the two groups. It does appear, however, that
interruptions may influence the strategy used and perceptions about the
success of solving the problem.
Subjects in the interruption treatment perceived that simple-spatial
tasks were more difficult to solve due to the overall amount of information

presented in the problem. As with the simple-symbolic tasks, it appears that

interruptions can influence perceptions regarding the information used in
the task in addition to the influence on decision accuracy.
6.1.1.2

Comvlex Tasks

Decision accuracy was sipficantly inhibited by interruptions for
complex-symbolic tasks and marginally inhibited for complex-spatial tasks.
Additionally, subjects who were interrupted during the complex-symbolic
task required sigruficantly more time to complete the task (greater decision

time) than subjects who were not interrupted. There was no difference in the
time required to complete the complex-spatial tasks with and without

interruptions. Figures 6-3 and 6-4 illustrate the relationship between
interruptions and decision performance across complex task types.

Figure 6-3

The Influence of Intermptions on Decision Accuracy Aaoss Complex Task
TYP
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Figure 6 4

The Influence of Intermptions on Decision Time Across Complex Task Types

N o Interruption

The signhcance of the intemption performance control variables

might explain the lack of sigruficant findings on decision time for the
complex-spatial task. The Beta values for the interruption decision time and

decision accuracy control variables suggest that decision time on the complexspatial task increased when subjects performed the interruptions more

quickly and less accurately. Therefore, it appears that subjects completing the
complex-spatial task did not "faithfully"perfom the interruption tasks. It
appears that these subjects may have traded-off lower dadsion accuracy for
less decision time. This possibility might explain why no si@cant
intermption effect was seen for the complex-spatial task.

The complex-spatial task was the only task for which intemptions
were not perceived as having a negative influence. The complex-spatial task
took more time to complete than any of the other tasks and subjects may
have felt the interruptions were less intrusive given the overall time
required to complete the task. In addition, interruption accuracy and time
signhcantly influenced decision time for complex-spatial tasks, suggesting

the intemptions were not faithfully performed. The combination of these
factors might explain why interruptions did not signihcantly influence
decision performance and negative perceptions regarding interruptions.
Subjects in the intermption treatment perceived that the complexsymbolic tasks were more difficult due to the overall amount of information
presented in the problem. Consistent with the findings on the perception of
interruptions on simple tasks, it appears that interruptions also influence the
perceived difficulty and the actual performance on the complex task.
Finally, as with the simple-symbolic task, the domain expertise control
variable exerted a significant influence on decision accuracy for the complex-

symbolic task. These results suggest that domain expertise influences
decision accuracy on symbolic task types. The same effect is not seen on
spatial tasks.
6.1.I -3 Szimrnat.lv

These results generally support the Yerkes-Dodson Law and
Distraction-Conflict Theory (Yerkes and Dodson, 1908; Baron, 1986).

Generally, interruptions facilitate decision-making accuracy and time on
simple tasks and impair decision accuracy and time on complex tasks.
Interestingly, subjects in the interruption treatment perceived that
interruptions negatively influenced performance in all but the complex-

spatial task. This negative perception about the influence of interruptions
was apparent from the perceptual measures even though subjects perfoming

the simple tasks had higher decision accuracy with interruptions. This

finding suggests that even in the situations where interruptions might
improve or not influence decision accuracy, subjects perceive interruptions to

be negative.

6.1.2 Moderating Influence of Interruptions on Informa tion Presentation

Format and Task Type

This section first describes the influence of information presentation
on decision accuracy and time. The specific hypotheses were developed from

Cognitive Fit Theory (Vessey, 1991). Simple and complex tasks were
examined. The moderating influence of interruptions on the information
presentation format and task type is also presented.
5.1.2.1 Interpretation

The results of the statistical analyses suggest there is general support for
the relationships suggested by Cognitive Fit Theory. Past research has
demonstrated the fit between type of task and information presentation
format for simple tasks. These results, which extend Cognitive Fit Theory to
feasibly-solvable complex tasks, are consistent with previous findings except
for the decision time findings on symbolic tasks which indicated less decision

time when using graphical presentation formats. In addition, there was little
support for the hypotheses suggesting that interruptions moderate the
relationships predicted by Cognitive Fit Theory. However, there are

indications that interruptions do change some of the relationships between
information presentation format and task type as described in Section 6.1.2.3.
6.1.2.2

Comr'tive Fit Relationshivs

Simole-Svmbolic Tasks. Decision accuracy was sigruficantly higher when
simple-symbolic tasks were addressed using tables (a symbolic format) than
with graphs as predicted by Hypothesis 2A. Counter to Hypothesis 2B, there
was not a "fit" relationship between decision time and information
presentation format. Subjects using graphs (spatial format) required
sigruficantly less decision time than subjects using tables. An explanation for
the non-signihcant decision time finding might involve the specific nature of
the simple-symbolic problems. Some of these problems required

computations and involved simple information evaluation processes. It is
possible that subjects using the graphical format believed they had no chance
of obtaining an optimal solution and could only perform a best guess estimate
for these computations resulting in decreased decision accuracy and less
decision time. At the same time, subjects in the tabular treatment took the
necessary time required to perform the computations, slowing decision time,
but resulting in higher decision accuracy.

With respect to the perceptual data, subjects preferred to have fewer,
longer interruptions in the tabular treatment than in the graphical treatment.

This result might suggest that subjects had more difficulty or took more time
recovering from interruptions in the tabular treatment as they had to reperform computations. Alternatively, subjects in the graphical treatment
should have been able to recover from the interruptions without having to
perform computations and could more easily recover from the interruptions.

Not surprisingly, subjects in the tabular treatment had greater
confidence in their solutions over subjects using graphical data. Tabular data

facilitated performance of this task as the purpose was to find specific data
values. Subjects using tabular data felt they had answered the questions
adequately, while subjects in the graphical treatment felt they were giving
their best estimate.

As with the interruption/simplesymbolic task relationship, domain
expertise was a sigdicant control variable influencing decision accuracy with
greater domain expertise resulting in higher decision accuracy.
Simple-Spatial T&

The hypotheses that simple-spatial tasks would be best

supported by graphical information presentation formats for both decision

accuracy and decision quality were supported.
With respect to the perceptual data, subjects in the graphical treatment
preferred to have fewer, longer interruptions than subjects in the tabular
treatment. This result is the opposite of that found for the simple-symbolic
task where subjects in the graphical treatment preferred more intermptions.
Taken together, these results might suggest that subjects consciously or

subconsciously idenhfy a "fit" between the task type and information
presentation format. When a match occurs between task and format, subjects
prefer to have fewer inte&uptions in order to process the task. On the other

hand, when the information does not match the task, additional processing is

necessary to manipulate information into the appropriate form to respond to
the question (as indicated by Cognitive Fit Theory). In this situation, the

additional processing necessary to address the interruptions may not be
perceived as adding any significant processing overhead beyond that which is

performed to manipulate the information. Therefore, subjects who
experience a mismatch between task and information format may not care as

strongly about the number of interruptions as they are already p e r f o m g
additional task processing.

Although the graphical treatment resulted in higher decision accuracy
and time, subjects in the tabular treatment were more confident in their
solutions than those in the graphical treatment. Generally, subjects may feel
more confidence in determining the correctness of a problem when they have
numeric information that allows them to unequivocally determine the
correct answer. The use of graphical information often requires an estimate
or comparison between bar charts that may appear to have similar values and
subjects must rely on perceptual processes to determine an answer as opposed
to determining the solution computationally. However, it also appears that
subjects may be over confident in their ability to manipulate tabular
information. Subjects made mistakes using the tabular data resulting in
lower decision accuracy even though they believed that their decision
accuracy would improve with tabular data.

Complex-Symbolic Tasks. Hypothesis 2E and 2F suggested that complexsymbolic tasks would be solved more accurately and quickly using tabular
data. The findings suggest that higher decision accuracy occurs when tabular
formats are used to solve complex-symbolic tasks. Similar to the sirnplesymbolic task, there was a significant relationship between decision time and
information presentation format. However, this relationship was not in the
direction hypothesized and subjects using graphical data required sigmficantly

less decision time than those using tabular data.
As with the simple-symbolic tasks, the complex-symbolic tasks required
computations on the available information to accurately solve the problems.
Subjects in the graphical treatment could only perform best guess estimates,

which took less time to perform than the computations of the tabular group.
Therefore, use of graphical formats resulted in faster, yet less accurate
decisions.

With respect to perceptual data, subjects using tabular data preferred
fewer, longer intermptions than subjects using graphical data. As with the
simple-symbolic task, Ulis finding is consistent with subjects not wanting
frequent interruptions when having to perform and likely re-perform
computations on data. Not surprisingly, the mean preferred number of
interruptions is lowest for complex symbolic-tasks than for any of the other
task types. This result might suggest that as the number and frequency of the
computations increases, fewer interruptions are desired.

In addition to the significant difference in the number of desired
interruptions between infomation presentation treatments, there was also a
sigxuficant difference between treatments with regard to the perceptions of
interruptions. Subjects using graphs perceived interruptions as sigruficantly

inhibiting their performance compared to subjects using tables. Subjects
using graphs were expected to be less bothered by the interruptions; so this

finding is surprising. It is possible that general frustration with solving the
complex-symbolic problems with graphical data was exacerbated by
interruptions and the combination resulted in the perception regarding
interruptions.

Similar to the simple-symbolic task, subjects in the tabular treatment
were more likely to use a rational approach for solving these problems.

Subjects using graphs would have had to rely on "intuitive" guesses or
estimation. Therefore, the fact that subjects had to estimate answers might

explain the significant difference on this perceptual measure.
Similarly, subjects using tabular data believed their information to be
significantly more comprehensive than those using graphs. Although the
two treatments had the same information, subjects using the graphical format

would have to estimate their solutions resulting in a possible feeling of

incomplete or inadequate information. This finding supports the general
suggestion of Cognitive Fit Theory that fit between information presentation
format and task results in minimal cognitive effort while lack of fit results in
information being manipulated to solve the problem, and hence the
perceptions of increased effort.
Finally, consistent with the previous findings on both simple and
complex symbolic tasks, domain expertise was a significant covariate
influencing decision accuracy, with greater domain expertise resulting in

higher decision accuacy. It appears that greater domain expertise strongly
influences performance on symbolic tasks as opposed to spatial tasks. This
may be a spurious relationship where the underlying influence is related to
mathematical problem solving ability.
omplex-Spatial T a A . Hypotheses 2G and 2H suggested that graphical
information presentation formats would result in higher decision accuracy
and less decision time on complex-spatial tasks. The results of the statistical

analyses support these hypotheses.
Similar to the simple-spatial tasks, subjects using tabular formats had
greater confidence in their solutions than those using graphical formats, even

though graphical formats resulted in higher decision accuracy. It would
appear that the use of tables gives subjects a feeling of confidence in their
ability to successfully achieve a solution, even though the resulting outcome
is not consistent with this confidence.

Summary. The performance relationships between information presentation

format and task type were supported for all tasks except for decision time on
both simple and complex symholic tasks. In both instances, decision-making
was faster with graphs, counter to expectations. Generally, it takes less time to

perceptually compare bar charts than to perform computations on tabular

data. Therefore, subjects using graphical data performed these tasks more

quickly,but less accurately.
Subjects tended to have greater confidence in their solutions when
tabular data was used, even when graphs facilitated decision accuracy (simplespatial and complex-spatial tasks). This increased confidence is likely to come

from the increased precision that can be gained when using tabular data. The
apparent comfort with tabular data can also be seen with the perception that
tabular data provides greater information comprehensiveness and facilitates
using a rationale problem-solving approach.

There appears to be a relationship between the desired number of
interruptions, the information presentation format, and task type. For simplesymbolic, simple-spatial, and complex-symbolic tasks, subjects prefer to have fewer,
longer interruptions when using the information presentation format that matches
the task type according to Cognitive Fit Theory. It may be that when fit exists,

subjects are able to quickly understand how to solve the problem and an increased

number of interruptions interferes with their ability to process the task. On the
other hand, when there is a task type/information presentation format mismatch,
subjects have to manipulate the data to successfully solve the problem. In this case,
an increased number of intemptions does not interrupt the processing as severely

as when information does not have to be manipulated.
6.1.2.3 mod era fin^ Influence o f Interruv tions

This section discusses the influence of information presentation
format and interruptions on decision accuracy and decision time. Three

hypotheses were presented (simple-symbolic tasks and decision time;
complex-symbolic tasks and decision accuracy and decision time) in Chapter 4
where interruptions were believed to moderate the relationship between
information presentation format and decision accuracy or decision time. The

remaining five task/performance relationships (simple-symbolic tasks on
decision accuracy; simplespatial tasks on decision accuracy and decision time;

and complex-spatial tasks on decision accuracy and decision time) were also
examined and all of the results are presented below.

5

5

- Interruptions were not expected to moderate the

relationship between information presentation format and decision accuracy

on simple-symbolic tasks. There was a s i e c a n t positive relationship
between the use of tables and decision accuracy without interruptions.
However, there was no significant effect for information presentation format

when interruptions occurred, resulting in comparable decision accuracy for
both tables and graphs. Therefore, interruptions did change the relationship
between information presentation format and task type. It is possible that
interruptions more strongly disrupt subjects using tabular data due to

information overload and increased computation errors related to

manipulating tabular data.
It was hypothesized that subjects using graphical formats would require

less decision time on simplesymbolic tasks with interruptions (H3A). The
results of the statistical analysis support this hypothesis. As presented in
Section 6.1.2, there was also a sigruhcant relationship between graphical
formats and decision time without interruptions. Therefore, it cannot be
suggested that interruptions moderate the relationship between information
presentation format and decision time for simple-symbolic task since the
relationship is the same with or without interruptions. However, both of
these results are counter to the prediction of Cognitive Fit Theory. Figures 6-5

and 6-6 illustrate the performance relationships between interruptions and
information presentation format on simple-symbolic tasks.

-Figure 6-5

The Influence of Interruptions and Infonnation Presentation Format on
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The Influence of Intermptions and Infonnation Presentation Format on
Decision Time For Simple-Symbolic Tasks

The only significant perceptual measures for the simple-symbolic tasks

were perceptions regarding the influence of intermptions and the number of

interruptions on performance. Subjects using tabular data believed that
interruptions siguficantly impaired performance compared to those who did
not have interruptions. This finding would be consistent with intermptions

impairing performance with tables more so than graphs as seen in the results
of the statistical testing.
With respect to the number of intermptions desired, there was a

significant difference between the interruption and no-interruption
treatments for subjects using graphical data. Subjects using graphs who

experienced interruptions preferred to have fewer, longer duration
interruptions than those who did not experience interruptions. Interestingly,
there was a significant difference across different information presentation

format treatments for subjects who did not experience intermptions. Subjects
using tabular data indicated that they would prefer fewer, longer
intermptions than those using graphical data. The relationships observed in
the perceptual data are congruent with the findings of the objective
performance measures. With intermptions, tables no longer facilitate
decision accuracy and in fact, are perceived as inhibiting the success
performance of the task.
Sim~le-SpatialTask. Interruptions were not expected to moderate the
relationship between information presentation format and both decision
accuracy and decision time for simple-spatial tasks. The results of the data

analyses indicate significant relationships between information presentation
format and both decision accuracy and decision time when intermptions
occur. Consistent with Cognitive Fit Theory, the use of graphs result in
increased decision accuracy and less decision time when intermptions occur.
These sigruhcant relationships also exist when intermptions do not occur.

Therefore, interruptions do not moderate the relationships predicted by
Cognitive Fit Theory for simple-spatial tasks. Figures 6-7 and 6-8 illustrate the

performance relationships between interruptions and information
presentation format across simple task types.

Figure 6-7
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Com~lex-SymbolicTasks. Interruptions were hypothesized to moderate the

relationship between information presentation format and decision accuracy
for complex-symbolic tasks. The results of the statistical analyses indicate that

the relationship is not sigxuficant. The difference between the means is in the

direction hypothesized with subjects using graphs having increased decision
accuracy over those using tables. Upon examination of the post-hoc planned
comparison, subjects in the no-interruption/table treatment had signihcantly
higher decision accuracy than all other treatments. Subjects in the
intermption/graph treatment demonstrated the next highest decision
accuracy, while there was virtually no difference in decision accuracy between
the no-intermption/graph and the interruption/table treatments at the low

end of decision accuracy (See Figure 6-9).
Intemptions were also hypothesized to moderate the relationship

between information presentation format and decision time for complexsymbolic tasks. There is no sigruhcant information presentation format
effect. This result is particularly interesting as the use of the graphical format
resulted in significantly faster decisions without interruptions. It was
hypothesized that with interruptions, graphs would result in less decision

time. However, based on the post-hoc planned comparison, it appears that
when interrupted, subjects using tables perform the task somewhat more

quickly than those without interruptions, while those using graphs perform
the task somewhat more slowly than those without intermptions. Figures 69 and 6-10 illustrate the performance relationships between interruptions and

information presentation format across simple task types.

Figure 6-9
The Influence of Interruptions and Inforration Presentation Format on
Decision Accuracy For Complex-SymbolicTasks
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Interruptions, therefore, do influence the relationship between
information presentation format and complex-symbolic tasks. Tabular
formats no longer provide a significant improvement in decision accuracy

and graphs no longer facilitate decision time when interruptions occur.

However, neither information presentation format clearly improves
decision-making performance.

The perceptual measures suggest a number of sigruficant relationships
associated with interruptions and infonnation presentation format on
complex-symbolic tasks. Subjects using tables perceive the infonnation to be
s i w c a n t l y more precise than those using graphs in the no-interruption
treatment. However, there are no signihcant differences between the
information presentation format treatments when interruptions occur. This

finding might suggest that concerns regarding the quality of the information
are diminished when subjects must spend time and effort attending to
interruptions.
Conversely, subjects using graphs in the interruption treatment found
the information in the graphs to be significantly more useful than those

subjects using tables. This supports the general notion behind H3 suggesting
that perceptual cues inherent in graphical formats allow subjects to recover
more quickly and with less effort from interruptions and would therefore
improve performance. Although the performance measures were not

sigruficant, this result might indicate that the process of interruption recovery
was facilitated.

Similarly, subjects using tables perceived that the amount of

information gsed to make a decision made the task sipficantly more
difficult than those using graphs in the interruption treatment. There was

also a siguficant difference between subjects in the no intermption/table
treatment and those in the interruption/table treatment. Subjects in the

interruption/table treatment believed the task was more difficult to perform
due to the amount of information. As with the information usefulness

measure, these findings might suggest that interruptions do affect the

processing of information in such a way that interruption recovery was
facilitated using graphs.

Finally, subjects in the intermption/graph treatment perceived the
information format to be more useful than those in the intermption/table
treatment. This finding is consistent with the other perceptual measures
suggesting that interruptions influence individual's perceptions regarding

various aspects of the information. In this case, subjects experiencing
intermptions perceived graphs to be more useful even though tabular
formats resulted in better performance.
Complex-Spatial Tasks. Intemptions were not expected to moderate the
relationship between information presentation format and complex-spatial
tasks on both decision accuracy and decision time. The results of the
statistical analyses suggest there are no sigruhcant differences between the use
of tabular and graphical formats when intermptions occur, while sigruhcant
differences do exist when interruptions do not occur. Similar to the results of
the simple-symbolic tasks, this is counter to what was expected. Without

intermptions, there was a signihcant relationship between information
presentation format and performance with graphs resulting in sigdicantly

higher decision accuracy and less decision time. With interruptions, graphs
no longer result in superior performance. The post-hoc planned comparison
suggests that subjects in the no intermption/graph treatment exhibit the

highest decision accuracy, followed by the intermption/graph and nointermption/table treatments which have similar decision accuracy
performance. Finally, the intermption/table treatment exhibits the lowest
decision accuracy.
As expected, the post-hoc planned comparisons for decision time

suggest that graphs do facilitate faster decision making than tables with or

without interruptions. The deasion time for both the interruption/graph

and no-intermption/graph treatment is significantly less than either the
interruption/table or no-interruption/table treatments. Figures 6-11 and 6-12
illustrate the performance relationships between interruptions and
information presentation format across simple task types.

Figure 6-11
The Influence of Interruptions and Information Presentation Format on
Decision Accuracy For Complex-Spatial Tasks
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The perceptual measures indicate that perceptions regarding
information precision and information formats are important to consider.

Interruptions appear to influence subject's perception regarding the precision
of the information. Subjects using graphs perceive the information to be

significantly more precise with interruptions than without. Xn addition,
subjects in the no-interruption treatment perceived the tabular data to be
more precise than those using graphs.
Results examining information formats indicate that subjects perceive

the data in tables to be more useful than the data in graphs when
interruptions occur. This is interesting as it is counter to the perception that

graphs contain more precise information that tables with interruptions. It is
also counter to the suggestion of fit between task and information
presentation format suggested by Cognitive Fit Theory. As presented in
Section 6.3.3, graphical formats were perceived as more useful when
experiencing intemptions for the complex-symbolic tasks, also contrary to

the task/ format predictions of Cognitive Fit Theory. Taken together, these
results might suggest that interruptions add to the general confusion of
cognitive processing and make it difficult for subjects to distinguish the most

useful way to present information in supporting the decision-making process.
6.1.2.4 Surnmaq.

Although the hypotheses were not supported (H3A was supported but

the findings were the same without interruptions and therefore, suggesting
no moderating relationship), it appears that interruptions do influence the
information presentation format/task type relationship. Without
interruptions, there were significant relationships between information

presentation format and task type for decision accuracy and decision time.

With interruptions, three of the four symbolic task/decision perromance
relationships are no longer sigruCicant. The only signihcant symbolic
relationship involves less decision time when using graphs on simplesymbolic tasks. Likewise, the use of graphs result in higher, though not
statistically significant, decision accuracy on complex-symbolic tasks.
Therefore, there is some evidence that the use of graphical formats facilitates
or results in equivalent decision making over the use of tables for symbolic
and spatial tasks with interruptions.
It also appears that intermptions influence the perceptions regarding
information for symbolic tasks. Tables are perceived as impairing
performance on simple-symbolic tasks when interruptions occur. For
complex-symbolic tasks, graphs are perceived as containing more information

than tables and the amount of information contained in the tables was
perceived as making the task more difficult with interruptions. The
perceptual measures suggest that intermptions negatively influence the use
of tables when solving complex-symbolic tasks.
6.1.3 Influence of Interruption Dimensions

This section describes the influence of intermption frequency and
intermption content on decision accuracy and decision time. It was
hypothesized that an increased frequency of intermptions would result in
decreased decision accuracy and less deasion time. Likewise, it was
hypothesized that information content that was similar between the
experimental and interruption task would result in decreased decision
accuracy and less decision time.

6.2 -3.1 i n t e m v tion Freauency
Results from the statistical analyses indicate partial support for this
hypothesis. When performing the complex-symbolic task, increased

frequency of interruptions significantly impaired decision accuracy.
However, there was no significant relationship between interruption

frequency and decision accuracy for the complex-spatial task. It was also
hypothesized that an increased frequency of interruptions would result in less
decision time. The results of the statistical analyses were highly siphcant

for both task types. In both cases, decision time was sigruficantly impaired
with an increased frequency of interruptions. Figures 6-13 and 6-14 illustrate
the performance relationships between interruptions and information

presentation format across simple task types.

Figure 6-13
The Influence of Interruption Frequency on Decision Accuracy
for Complex Tasks
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There was a significant relationship between the covariates and
decision time for both complex-symbolic and complex-spatial tasks. Specific
to the complex-symbolic task, gender and interruption deasion quality were
si@cantly

related to decision time. Women were able to perform the task

sigxuficantly faster than men. In addition, those subjects who had worse
performance on the interruption task had better performance on the
complex-symbolic task. Again, this is another instance of a possible

"unfaithful" response to the interruptions and it is important to control for
this. However, even with the unfaithful response to interruptions, the high

frequency intermption treatment resulted in sigruhcantly lower decision
accuracy.
A similar result was seen for the complex-spatial tasks where

interruption decision accuracy was a highly sigruficant covariate. Similar to
the complex-symbolic task, subjects who performed worse on the

interruption tasks performed the complex-spatial task more quickly. As this

finding is consistent across both tasks, it is likely that subjects got frustrated
with the frequent intermptions and responded by not attempting to obtain

the best solution on the interruption tasks.

The perceptual measures suggest a significant relationship between
interruption frequency, complex-symbolic tasks, and many aspects of the
information. Subjects experiencing frequent intermptions were signrficantly
more likely to perceive the information presented during the task as being
more useful, more comprehensive, more precise, more reliable, and the
format of the information as more useful. Subjects in the high frequency
treatment also were less likely to prefer the use of tables (consistent with the
format being used as useful). Additionally, subjects experiencing more
frequent intermptions were sigruficantly more likely to perceive the amount
of information making the task more difficult and were less confident in
their solutions when performing the complex-spatial task.
It appears that a high frequency of interruptions makes subjects more
aware of attributes associated with information used in performing the task
for complex-symbolic task. It also appears that when there are a higher

frequency of intermptions, subjects get frustrated and do not make a ?best
effort" attempt to process the interruption. Finally,an increased frequency of
intermptions influences the perceptions subjects have regarding the
information used to process the some tasks (in this case, the complexsymbolic task). Information was perceived as more useful, comprehensive,
precise, reliable, and a more useful format when there were frequent
interruptions. It is possible that the increased stress of attending to the
intermptions causes subjects to appreciate the information at their disposal to

perform the task, improving their perceptions of the information at hand.

6.1.3.2 Interruntion Content

There was no support for the hypotheses examining the relationship
between interruption content and performance. The results of the statistical
analyses indicate that the influence of interruption content on decision

accuracy is not sigruficant for either the complex-symbolic and complexspatial tasks. The results of the statistical analyses also indicate a sigruficant
relationship between interruption content and decision time for both
complex-symbolic and complex-spatial tasks. Counter to predictions, subjects
experiencing intermptions that had different information content from the

task took signihcantly longer to complete than those experiencing
interruptions with similar content. It was hypothesized that interruptions
with similar content to the primary task would result in less decision time

due to individuals getting confused about how the information was being

used across tasks. It appears that having similar information facilitated
decision time as individuals had a better understanding of the information at

hand and were able to process it more quickly. Figures 6-15and 6-16illustrate
the performance relationships between interruptions and information

presentation format across simple task types.

Figure 6-15
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The Influence of Intermption Content on Decision Time
for Complex Tasks

There were also significant control variables for both task types. When
performing complex-symbolic tasks, gender, intemption decision time, and
interruption decision quality all sigruficantly influenced decision time. The
interruption-related control variables indicate that subjects did not faithfully

perform the interruptions as those who performed intermptions more

quiddy and less accurately performed the primary task more quickly. Gender
significantly influenced decision time for both complex-symbolic and

complex-spatial task types with women performing the tasks more quickly
than men.
The perceptual data indicates a marginally significant relationship
between the perception of intermptions and interruption content for both
task types. Consistent with the performance findings, subjects experiencing
interruptions that contained information that was different from the primary
task perceived the interruptions to more significantly impair performance on

the task.
6.2 Overall Conclusions from the Research-

The overall conclusions from this research study are presented in two
sections: the influence of interruptions on decision making and the
influence of information presentation and interruptions on decision making.
6.2.1

The Influence of Interruptions on Individual Decision Making

This research has supported the influence of interruptions on
individual decision making. There was some support for the notion that
interruptions enhance decision accuracy and decision time on simple tasks.

However, perceptual measures collected in the study suggested that

interruptions were perceived as having a negative influence on performance.
There was also support for interruptions impairing decision performance on
complex tasks. The complex tasks examined in this study are comparable to
activities that many knowledge workers perform as an everyday aspect of
their jobs. Therefore, the negative influence of interruptions on complex task

performance suggests that the work environment of the decision maker

should be included in subsequent examinations of decision making
performance.

When examining specific dimensions of interruptions, this research
also found support for the influence of interruption frequency on decision
performance, particularly decision time. The most interesting result may be

the way in which intermptions were handled when the frequency of
intermptions increased. Figures 6-17 illustrates the influence of interruptions
on performance of the intermption tasks.

Figure 6-17
The Influence of Interruption Frequency on Interruption Task Performance
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In these situations, subjects quickly processed the interruption task
apparently without making a sincere attempt to accurately solve the problem.
Subjects had been told that the performance on all tasks determined who was
compensated and how much they were compensated, indicating that they

''blew off "'e

intermption tasks even though they were important in

judging their overall performance. There may be other interruption
characteristics (e.g., generator of the interruption) that would influence
decision makers to attend more closely to the interruption task. However,

these results suggest that the increased frequency of interruptions induces
decision-maker frustration resulting in a decision to process the interruption

as quickly as possible in order to return to the primary task. This has direct
ramifications for the quality and accuracy of information obtained from a
knowledge worker who was interrupted from a task to provide the
information.

Finally, the results suggest that sigdcant differences in decision time
exist when comparing interruptions with similar and different content from

the primary task. Interruptions containing information different from the

primary task took more time to recover from and less decision time on the
primary task.
6.2..2

The Influence of Information Presentation and Interruptions on
Individual Decision Making
The results from this research found that Cognitive Fit Theory can be

extended to certain types of complex tasks as suggested by Vessey (1994). The

only exceptions to the relationships predicted by Cognitive Fit Theory were
decision time for both the simple-symbolic and complex-symbolic tasks. The

number of computations required to solve both of these tasks might explain
the faster decision time as those decision makers using graphs could not
perform the calculations and therefore, provided their best estimate.
There was some evidence that interruptions moderate the relationship
between the task type and information presentation format. Spatial and

symbolic tasks are performed more quickly with graphs. Although the
differences were not signhcant, graphs provided higher decision accuracy

than tables on complex-symbolic tasks. The perceptual data supports the
notion that graphs are the preferred information presentation format when

interruptions occur. It appears interruptions negatively influence the
perceptions about the use of tables.

The results of these two experiments have important implications for
both theory and practice.

6.3.1 Theory
Previous research examining individual decision making has paid
limited attention to characteristics of the work environment. This research
study has demonstrated the importance of taking one aspect of the work
environment, interruptions, into consideration when studying decision-

making performance.
The results of this research suggest that intmptions generally
influence the decision accuracy and decision time performance on intellective
tasks. Specific characteristics of interruptions, namely intemption frequency

and interruption content, also influence decision performance. Therefore, it
is possible to examine each characteristic of interruption independently and

interacting with other characteristics to better understand the influence of
interruptions on decision performance.
A second outcome of this study is to extend our theoretical

understanding of the influence of information presentation formats across
different environmental contexts. First, Cognitive Fit Theory was used to

examine the influence of information presentation formats on specific types
of complex tasks. This is the first known empirical effort to extend Cognitive

Fit Theory beyond the simple-symbolic and spatial tasks previously
examined. Results of the study suggest that there are matches between
information presentation format and task type for simple and complex tasks.

The influence of information presentation format and interruptions

was also examined. Interruptions do appear to moderate the relationship
between information presentation format and task type for some tasks. This
suggests that intermptions change the way information is perceived, used,

and processed. A better understanding of how interruptions influence the
use of information will allow us to better understand how to positively
influence decision-making performance.
6.3.2 Practice

Practitioner books and articles have identified the management of time
in the workplace as critical. This research demonstrates that workplace

intermptions influence performance on knowledge worker decision tasks.

The complex tasks examined in this study might be consistent with the types
of tasks performed by knowledge workers in business organizations.
Interruptions impaired the performance on these types of tasks and may
provide motivation for better managing the knowledge worker work
environment.

Managers and knowledge workers need to be made aware of the
negative influence of intemptions on task performance. This may allow
knowledge workers to better manage their worktime, performing tasks that
are more complex during the times of day when interruptions are less likely

to occur. Additionally, managers may be able to influence when
interruptions occur by establishing "interruption-free" time at certain periods
of the workday.

Mluencing the workday in an attempt to manage away intermptions

may not adequately solve the problem. The requests for information that
create an intermption are often essential to be answered for another
knowledge worker to complete his/her task. Similarly, some knowledge

worker jobs, such as a sales representative or a customer agent, are filled with
intermptions that must be handled expediently.

Is it possible, then, to design features into systems to better support
knowledge workers who are interrupted? Information presentation formats
were examined in this research and the results of this study do not provide a
clear cut answer. Intemptions did change the way information contained in
the information presentation formats was used and perceived. However,
neither graphs nor tables provided an unequivocally superior presentation
format with interruptions. The results& suggest that system design features
may play a role in helping knowledge workers recover from the inevitable
interruption. System designers and human factors researchers may want to
investigate a range of possible interface features to enable knowledge workers
to recover from interruptions. These features might include system
backtracking features, the use of color or other features to highlight

previously used information, etc.
*
N

This chapter has interpreted the results of the statistical analyses
presented in Chapter 5. This interpretation consisted of the objective
performance measures, which were of primary interest in this study as well as
perceptual measures to elaborate on apparent relationships in the data.
Interruptions were found to influence decision accuracy and decision quality.
There was also some support for the two intemption characteristics
examined, frequency and content, to influence decision accuracy and time.
Relationships predicted by Cognitive Fit Theory regarding task type and
information presentation format were identified for both simple and complex
tasks. Interruptions did influence the relationship between task type and

information presentation format, with graphs generally leading to better

performance than tables on both the objective and perceptual measures-

CHAPTER 7
LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

This chapter discusses the strengths and important limitations of
interpreting the research results. It reports the lessons learned from this
research particularly with regard to the capture of additional data on
interruptions and the use of within-subject tasks. The chapter concludes with
directions for future research.
7.1 Strennths and Limitations

When conducting any research study, the findings should be examined
in light of both the strengths and limitations of conducting the study.
7.1.1 Strengths

The use of the two controUed laboratory experiments is believed to be a
strength of this research. This research method imposed some limitations for

generalizing the results (described in the next section). However, it allowed
for the isolation of specific interruption and information presentation effects.

Every effort was made to control for intervening influences which threaten
the experimental manipulation or provide an alternative explanation of the
results. Possible influential factors that were controlled in this study induded
the use of a single source for research subjects, a single technology, a common
physical environment, structured instnunentation, previously-validated

tasks, transparent collection of decision time data, scripted experimental
instructions, and a single researcher conducting the experimental sessions.

The operationalization of the interruptions is also believed to be a

strength of this research. The only known prior study that manipulated

interruptions (Corragio, 1990) was identified as having possible problems in
this area. In the studies conducted for this research, decision makers could
not ignore interruptions nor could they continue working on the primary
task when intemptions occurred. Furthermore, the use of Visual Basic as a
front end to the decision-task environment allowed for unobtrusive

capturing of all objective performance measures, particularly those related to
decision time.
7.1.2 Limitations

The increased control afforded by laboratory experiments must be
traded-off against inherent limitations of the approach, primarily that of
generalizability. Limitations included in this research involve the use of

student subjects, the generalizability of the tasks, and the operationalization
of the interruptions.

The use of university subjects as a population from which to generalize
results to the business community has been long debated (Gordan et al., 1986,

1987; Greenberg, 1987). The primary issue arising from this debate that is
relevant to this research is the purpose of the study. This dissertation sought
to understand the influence of interruptions and information presentation
on knowledge worker performance. The students who participated in this

study were one year away from graduation and will soon be considered
knowledge workers. In addition, participation in this study occurred after the

course material relevant to the tasks (aggregate planning and facility location)
had been covered in class, assignments had been performed, and exams had
been taken. Therefore, all subjects who participated had a nominal level of
domain expertise associated with the types of tasks being performed. Based

on the decision accuracy performance, student subjects proved to be adequate
decision makers to investigate these research questions. Prior to generalizing

the results to other populations, the reader should consider possible
differences between the decision-making abilities of business students and the
target population.
The motivation of student subjects is also likely to be different from
the motivation of a knowledge worker in a business setting. Course credit

and financial incentives were used to induce the subjects to perform to the
best of their abilities. Seventy-two percent of the subjects received some form

of financial compensation suggesting that a l l partidpants responded to this
incentive in a similar fashion.

The four tasks involved responding to general production
management questions as well as a complex aggregate planning and facility
location task. The generalizability of these findings may be Limited to

comparable tasks. However, the aggregate planning and facility location tasks

involve perceiving, interpreting, and calculating information within a

production context. The information processing required by this task is
comparable to tasks across a range of environments. Therefore,
generalizability of the tasks should extend beyond production and operations
management.
Although the operationalizations of the interruptions were considered
a strength due to the tight controls used, the interruptions used in this study

were devoid of social characteristics. The operationalization used for the
interruption mimicked a face-to-face interruption as subjects were forced to
attend to the intermption and not the primary task. However, the
interruption could not convey social characteristics such as the status of the
interrupter. Likewise, there was no social context to influence how subjects
processed the interruption, nor were the interruptions intended to examine
alternative forms of interruption (e.g., telephone call). Therefore, the highly-

controlled type of interruptions in this study should be taken into account

prior to generalizing these results to all work environments and
interruptions.

Likewise, prior research suggests that the detrimental impact of an
intermption depends on the timing of the interruption with respect to the

activities the individual is currently performing. If the intermption occurs in
the middle of processing information, its influence is likely to be greater than

if the individual has just completed a task or sub-task. Each intermption was
timed to occur a specific number of seconds after processing of the primary
task was initiated. The timing is unlikely to occur at the same point in
processing for each individual because subjects would process the primary
task at different times. These timing differences may moderate the effect of
the interruption on performance.

Individual differences have significant explanatory power in decision
performance. Three user characteristics (gender, domain expertise, and

spatial orientation) were measured and statistically controlled in this study. It
is assumed that any other individual differences that might influence

decision performance were equally distributed across treatments through the

use of random assignment.
A final limitation of this research is the "one-time" nature of the

experimental session. It is possible that experience, both in processing similar
tasks and in processing interruptions, would lessen the effects of the
interruptions seen in these results.
7.2 Lessons Learned

In the process of conducting any research project, the investigator gains

new insights regarding certain components of the research process. This

section reports additional insights into capturing perceptions regarding

interruptions and the use of within-subject tasks.
7.2.1 Perceptions of Interruptions

The primary objective of this research was to measure the influence of
interruptions using objective performance measures. Other perceptual
measures, induding user perceptions of the interruptions, provided
additional data about the decision-making process. It was observed that
interruptions affected subjects very differently from an emotional
perspective. Some subjects, upon receiving an intemption, would throw
themselves back in their chairs and appear to be both angry and frustrated.
Other subjects did not outwardly react to the interruption and completed the
task with no outward displays of frustration.
It would be interesting to better understand what personality or other

individual factors influence some people to react so strongly while others
seemed d a z e d by the intermptions. Similarly, further interpretation of the

objective performance measures would be possible if those subjects who
reacted so strongly could be identified.
The use of process tracing and/or videotaping sessions might allow for
a more indepth examination of the emotional state of the subjects.

Physiological measurement (via the use of a heart monitor) could further be
used to better detect the influence of intermptions on the participant's

emotional state.
7.2.2

Within-Subject Tasks

One objective of this study was to examine the influence of
interruptions and information presentation on specific types of simple and
complex tasks. Another objective was to examine the influence of
interruptions and characteristics of interruptions on simple and complex

tasks. The simple tasks were fairly comparable in the amount of time
required to process the information and the nature of the task.

The complex tasks were designed to be sigruficantly different from the
simple tasks, but little attempt was made to make the two complex tasks
comparable. The inability to compare the complex tasks directly leaves us
with somewhat equivocal findings for some of the hypotheses. Interruptions

seemed to more strongly influence the complex-symbolic task than the
complex-spatial task. It is difficult to discern the specific reason for this
difference. The complex-spatial task required more time, was considered to be
more difficult, and required the subjects to become more involved to
successfully complete the task. We do not know which, if any, of these factors

might explain the differences in findings between the two complex task types.
Tasks used for future investigation of this type might make stronger use of
the complexity metrics described by Wood (1986) and Campbell (1988) to

define more equivalent tasks.
7.3 Future Research nirections

The results of this research suggest that intemptions influence
decision-making performance. The findings from these studies provide an
initial understanding of the relationship between interruptions and
intellective task types. Additional research effort should examine a broader

range of tasks induding creative and judgment tasks.
A framework of intemption characteristics was presented in Chapter 3
to

guide future research examining interruptions. Two of those

characteristics, frequency and content, were examined in this research study.

However, to fully understand the influence of interruptions each of the
interruption characteristics presented in Chapter 3 should be examined

individually and together with other characteristics to isolate the features of
intermptions that most strongly affect decision performance.
The social characteristics of interruptions were fully controlled for in
this research. However, intermptions happen in the social environment of
the workplace, and their influence on performance are likely to be strongly
moderated by these social characteristics. Research conducted in a field setting

using some of the techniques used by Kkmeyer (1991) could prove to be
fruitful for more thoroughly understanding interruptions in the workplace.
As discussed in the previous section, certain individual characteristics

appear to be particularly important in examining intermptions. Kirmeyer
(1991) controlled for personality type and found that it had a sigtuficant
influence on how interruptions were perceived. Future research should

include a stronger focus on the emotional reaction to interruptions, perhaps

using process tracing methods to capture the rich data more fully.

This research examined specific types of complex tasks (defined as
feasibly-solvable) as a first effort to examine empirically the influence of
information presentation on complex tasks. There was general support for
the influence of tables on feasibly-solvable complex-symbolic tasks and for
graphs on feasibly-solvable complex-spatial tasks. Future research should
examine other task types (trade-off and limiting tasks) as well as other
information presentation formats.
Finally, information presentation formats were examined in this
research as a possible design factor to manipulate when building systems

designed for knowledge workers who face interruptions in their work
environment. A well-developed research stream has been developed
investigating information presentation formats allowing for theory to be

developed investigating this feature. However, there are many other features

that could be examined including the use of a backtracking or zoom in/zoorn
out capability. Backtracking feahws would show subjects the most recent
activities they had performed to facilitate the backtracking component of the

interruption recovery process. Likewise, zoom in/zoom out features would

allow subjects to focus only on the information being examined to solve a
specific problem to lessen the information load when performing calculations
or i d e n m g trends.
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